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Summary
Unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) helicopters have aroused great interest worldwide in the
last several decades. Some unique features, such as fixed-point hovering, vertical takeoff
and landing, flying at low altitude and highly agile maneuverability, make the UAV heli-
copter an ideal platform for both military and civil applications. Its unlimited potential
in diverse practical implementations motivates our NUS UAV research team to carry out a
comprehensive study and exploration on small-scale UAV helicopters from 2003. The overall
procedure consists of four key stages, including: (1) UAV helicopter platform construction;
(2) software system development; (3) dynamic modeling; and (4) control law design and
implementation.
The fundamental of the UAV helicopter research is building reliable platforms. During
the last five years, we have constructed several small-scale UAV helicopters, which consist of
our UAV helicopter family. One systematic and effective design methodology, for construct-
ing the small-scale UAV helicopter platforms with minimum complexity and time cost, has
been summarized.
To ensure the overall UAV helicopter system work harmoniously, we have developed an
efficient software system, which consists of two parts: (1) the onboard software system for
performing multiple flight-control-related tasks such as hardware driving, device manage-
ment, control algorithm execution, wireless communication and data logging; and (2) the
ground station software system for receiving onboard information, sending commands to the
onboard system, and monitoring the inflight status of the small-scale UAV helicopters.
vi
SUMMARY vii
After the aforementioned two stages, our small-scale UAV helicopters can serve as the
reliable platforms for various research purposes. We then move to the dynamic modeling
stage, in which the reliable mathematic models with high fidelity are derived. Diverse
dynamic modeling methods have been implemented. Specifically, we have applied the time-
domain system identification method to our first-born UAV helicopter, namely HeLion, and
derived the linearized models for a number of essential flight conditions. To obtain the
linearized model in a more systematic and reliable way, we have further implemented the
frequency-domain system identification method for the second-generation UAV helicopter
called SheLion. Based on the achievements of linearized model identification, we have
extended our research interest to the small-scale UAV helicopters’ aerodynamics in the full
flight envelope. A minimum-complexity nonlinear model, which is universally compatible
to our UAV helicopter family, has been derived and verified.
With the identified models in hand, we proceed to the fourth stage: control law design
and implementation. The main aim of this stage is to realize the automatic control of the
small-scale UAV helicopters in the full flight envelope which consists of takeoff, landing,
and other essential flight motions. It is achieved by implementing an advanced nonlinear
flight control technique, named composite nonlinear feedback (CNF) control, associated
with dynamic inversion technique and a carefully design flight scheduling. The efficiency
and reliability of the flight control law have been successfully verified in actual flight tests.
To conclude this work, we will summarize our research contributions and address some
prospective research directions of small-scale UAV helicopters.
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Ppa parasite power caused by the fuselage drag
NOMENCLATURE xix
Ppr main rotor profile power
pxb body frame x axis position
pxn NED frame x axis position
pyb body frame y axis position
pyn NED frame y axis position
pzb body frame z axis position
pzn NED frame z axis position
q body frame pitching angular velocity
r body frame yawing angular velocity
r reference vector for inner-loop control
rc body frame yawing angular velocity reference
rsb stabilizer bar inner radius
R main blade radius
Rcirc circle radius in pirouette motion
Rsb stabilizer bar outer radius
Rtr tail blade radius
Sb2n angular velocity transformation matrix from body frame to NED frame
Sn2b angular velocity transformation matrix from NED frame to body frame
Sfusx effective longitudinal fuselage drag area
Sfusy effective lateral fuselage drag area
Sfusz effective vertical fuselage drag area
Svfy effective vertical fin area
SvfyMAX maximum side force of vertical fin in stall
Shfz effective horizontal fin area
ShfzMAX maximum side force of horizontal fin in stall
t time
T main rotor thrust force
NOMENCLATURE xx
u body frame x axis velocity
u input vector in linearized model structure
ua body frame x axis velocity relative to the airmass
uc body frame x-axis velocity reference
un NED frame x axis velocity
unc NED frame x-axis velocity reference
uwind body frame x axis wind velocity
v body frame y-axis velocity
va body frame y-axis velocity relative to the airmass
vvfa local lateral airspeed of the vertical fin
vc body frame y-axis velocity reference
vi main rotor induced velocity
vtri tail rotor induced velocity
vn NED frame y-axis velocity
vnc NED frame y-axis velocity reference
vn NED frame y axis velocity
vhft horizontal fin’s total airspeed
vvft total airspeed of the vertical fin
vwind body frame y axis wind velocity
vˆ intermediate variable in main rotor thrust computation
vˆtr intermediate variable in tail rotor thrust computation
Va velocity vector relative to the airmass
Vb velocity vector in body frame
Vn velocity vector in NED frame
Vnc velocity reference in NED frame
Vtrim trimmed flight speed in steady state
Vwind velocity vector of wind
NOMENCLATURE xxi
w body frame z axis velocity
wa body frame z axis velocity relative to the airmass
whfa horizontal fin’s local vertical airspeed
wblade net vertical velocity relative to main rotor blade
wtrblade net vertical velocity relative to tail rotor blade
wc body frame z-axis velocity reference
wn NED frame z-axis velocity
wnc NED frame z-axis velocity reference
wr net vertical velocity through the main rotor disc
wwind body frame z axis wind velocity
x state vector in linearized model structure
xc reference of state vector
xreal state vector measured by sensors
X position vector in NED frame
Xc position reference in NED frame
Xas body frame x axis rotor spring derivative
Xfus body frame x axis fuselage drag force
Xmr body frame x axis aerodynamic force generated by main rotor
Xu body frame x axis speed derivative
y output vector in linearized model structure
Ybs body frame y axis rotor spring derivative
Yv body frame y axis speed derivative
Yfus body frame y axis fuselage drag force
Ymr body frame y axis aerodynamic force generated by main rotor
Ytr tail rotor thrust force
Yvf body frame y axis aerodynamic force generated by vertical fin
z body frame z-axis position
NOMENCLATURE xxii
zc body frame z-axis position reference
Zcol heave direction control derivative
Zfus body frame z axis fuselage drag force
Zhf body frame z axis aerodynamic force generated by horizontal fin
Zmr body frame z axis aerodynamic force generated by main rotor
Zr off-axis heave-motion derivative
Zw on-axis heave-motion derivative
Greek variables
γsb stabilizer bar rotor time constant
δlat aileron servo input
δlon elevator servo input
δcol collective pitch servo input
δped rudder servo input
δintped intermediate state in tail rotor dynamics
δ¯ped tail rotor servo (rudder servo) deflection
 downwash effect coefficient
θ pitching angle in NED frame
θocol trim offset of the main blade’s collective pitch angle
θcol collective pitch angle of main blade
θtwist twisting angle of main blade
θtrtwist twisting angle of tail blade
θped collective pitch angle of tail blade
θoped trim offset of the tail blade’s collective pitch angle
µ advance ratio
ρ nonlinear function matrix in CNF control law
ρa air density
NOMENCLATURE xxiii
ρΦ nonlinear function matrix of CNF control law for attitude control
ρΨ nonlinear function term of CNF control law for heading motion control
σ main rotor solidity ratio
τ main rotor time constant
φ rolling angle in NED frame
ψ yawing angle in NED frame
ψc yaw angle reference in NED frame
Ω main rotor rotating speed governed by engine governor
Ωb angular velocity vector in body frame
Ωn angular velocity vector in NED frame




CEP circular error probable
CF compact flash
CG center of gravity
CIFER comprehensive Identification from FrEquency Responses
CNF composite nonlinear feedback






DSP digital signal processing
NOMENCLATURE xxiv
EKF extended Kalman filter
EMI electromagnetic interference
FFT fast Fourier transform
GPS global positioning system
GUI graphical user interface
IDENT time-domain identification toolkit integrated in MATLAB
INS inertial navigation system




NUS National University of Singapore
PEM prediction error method
RC radio-controlled
RPM rotations per minute
SISO single-input/single output
TPP tip-path-plane






Unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) helicopters have aroused great interest worldwide in the last
two to three decades. Compared with fixed-wing UAV, UAV helicopter is characterized by
some unique and attractive features, including: (1) fixed-point hovering; (2) vertical take-
off and landing; (3) flying at low altitude; and (4) highly agile maneuverability at tightly
constrained environment [47]. These features make the UAV helicopter an ideal platform
for both military and civil applications. In the military side, UAV helicopters have been
successfully implemented in battlefield reconnaissance, survival rescuing, airborne warning,
government issue transportation, air-to-ground attacking and even air-to-air combating. In
the civil side, UAV helicopters have been implemented in stock monitoring, pesticide spray-
ing, physiognomy reconnaissance, and victim/survival searching. Although great success has
been achieved, the development and application of UAV helicopters are still at their initial
stage. The unlimited potential of UAV helicopters is still waiting for people to explore.
In recent years the rapid development in manufacturing technology and martial science
makes the processing units and sensors much smaller, lighter, and cheaper than before.
As such, the development of small-scale UAV helicopters becomes much more popular than
1
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ever. Compared with its full-scale counterpart, small-scale UAV helicopter has the following
three extra advantages:
1. The cost for building a small-scale UAV helicopter is very low (generally less than
50,000 USD). The maintenance fee is also much lower than that for a full-scale UAV
helicopter.
2. Small-scale UAV helicopter provides much more agility and maneuverability in the
practical applications due to its small size and relative sensitive aerodynamics.
3. The small-scale UAV helicopter is easier to assemble, transport, maintain and repair.
As such, small-scale UAV helicopters have been a hot topic within the last one to two
decades in both academic circle and industry area.
In what follows of this chapter, we first provide a brief technical background of the
small-scale UAV helicopter in Section 1.2. In Section 1.3, a general overview of the work
completed by our NUS UAV research team is presented. Finally, in Section 1.4, the outline
of this thesis is given for easy reference.
1.2 Technical Background
The background knowledge introduced in this section covers three topics. First, we present
an overview of the platform development and construction, based on the representative
examples built by some research institutes, universities and companies. Secondly, we intro-
duce the currently available dynamic modeling methods for the small-scale UAV helicopters.
Thirdly, the design and implementation of the automatic flight control law for the small-scale
UAV helicopters are addressed.
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1.2.1 Platform Development and Construction
During the last decade the small-scale UAV helicopters have experienced a rapid develop-
ment. Many research institutes, universities and companies have designed and constructed
their own small-scale UAV helicopters. In general, any small-scale UAV helicopter can be
regarded as a small-size rotorcraft equipped with an integrated onboard computer system.
However, considering the specific requirements on the flight missions, each small-scale UAV
helicopter has its own uniqueness. Based on three key performance indices including: (1)
flight time; (2) overall payload; and (3) difficulty of the onboard-system integration, we can
categorize the currently available small-scale UAV helicopters into three types, which are
described as follows.
The small-scale UAV helicopters belonging to the first type are upgraded from the rotor-
crafts which are the most powerful in the radio-controlled (RC) circle. The bare helicopters
generally come with large rotor span (longer than 2.5 m) and powerful engine (more than
6 hp). As a result, the flight time is generally up to one hour or even longer. Furthermore,
the efficient payload normally exceeds 10 kg, which provides more freedom for sensor selec-
tion and mounting. Due to the powerful configuration, these UAV helicopters are suitable
for many practical missions such as aerial combating [2], aerial photography [65], and crop
dusting [73]. However, such small-scale UAV helicopters are not widely built since the cost
of construction and maintenance is generally very high.
The UAV helicopters categorized into the second type are the mainstream in the aca-
demic circle. They are upgraded from the RC-purpose, electric/gas/nitro-powered heli-
copters, ranging from 30-size to 90-size. These UAV helicopters feature middle-length rotor
span (1.2 to 1.8 m), RC-purpose engine (1.5 to 4.5 hp), acceptable flight time (8 to 20 min-
utes) and payload ( 2 to 5 kg), and relative low cost (1500 to 5000 USD). Due to the limited
flight time and payload, these UAV helicopters are not well suited to long-time practical
implementations. However, they are very popular in universities and research institutes,
serving as the platforms for diverse research purposes. Most of the cutting-edge research
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success on small-scale UAV helicopters is achieved based on them. For example, in [25], the
research group in MIT has first realized the acrobatic split-S flight motion worldwide using
their X-Cell60-based UAV helicopter; in [52], the research group of Technische Universitaet
(TU) Berlin has successfully constructed an ultra-low cost UAV helicopter, named MAR-
VIN, which is the winner of 2000 AUVSI competition and capable of executing multiple
complicated missions, including fully autonomous flight, field searching and object/hazard
identification; in [18] a novel navigation approach which is solely based on differential carrier
phase GPS information is explored. Recently their commercial value which mainly resides
in short-time aerial photography has been initially explored by a number of enterprises (see,
e.g., [1, 24]).
The third type contains the smallest small-scale UAV helicopters. The bare helicopters
come with the shortest single/coaxial rotor span (less than 0.7 m) and strictly limited
payload (less than 0.5 kg). The flight time is normally within 7 to 8 minutes. Constructing
the onboard computer system for these UAV helicopters is extremely difficult. Special care
should be taken into account on: (1) powering scheme; (2) onboard system layout design;
(3) processor/sensor unit selection; and (4) vibration isolation. Note that the development
of this type of UAV helicopter is still at its very initial stage. As such, only a few successful
examples (see, e.g., [46, 34]) can be found in the literature.
1.2.2 Dynamic Modeling
Throughout the overall development of small-scale UAV helicopters, deriving the linear
and nonlinear dynamic models which could accurately capture the aerodynamics has been
continuously a challenging issue due to their inherent instability and sensitive aerodynamics.
To many advanced multi-input/multi-output (MIMO) control algorithms which are suitable
for the small-scale UAV helicopter control, one high-quality linear or nonlinear dynamic
model is compulsory. As such, some researchers have carried out the dynamic modeling
work to obtain the qualified models. In general, there are mainly two methods to derive the
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dynamic models for the small-scale UAV helicopters: system-identification-based modeling
approach and first-principles modeling approach.
System-identification-based modeling
System-identification-based modeling approach is based on the practical data collected in
flight tests. The fidelity of the identified model heavily depends on: (1) data quality; (2)
model structure feasibility; and (3) the algorithm applied for the identification. System-
identification-based modeling approach is for linearized model derivation and can be con-
ducted in either time-domain or frequency-domain.
For time-domain system identification, the dynamic model is identified by matching
predicted time histories against measured time histories [69]. To the inherently unstable
platform like a small-scale UAV helicopter, time-domain identification approach is not the
best choice due to the following two reasons: (1) the equations of motion must be numerically
integrated in time for each iterative update in the parameters [69], which causes great
difficulty in identifying the parameters related to the unstable and weakly stable modes; (2)
the large amount of time-history points involved in the iterative identification procedure is
a heavy burden to the computational resources.
Some documentations on the time-domain system identification can be found in the lit-
erature. However, the identified results are generally not satisfactory enough. For example,
in [51], the prediction error method (PEM) is used for identifying a six-degree-of-freedom
(6-DOF) model for a small-scale UAV helicopter at hovering condition. The bandwidth
limitation, caused by the inability of processing long data records, decreases the accuracy
of the identified hovering model. Similar problem happens in [60], especially for identifying
the parameters related to the two involved phugoid modes. To obtain the linear dynamic
model with higher confidence, frequency-domain system identification approach is required
to be used.
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Frequency-domain system identification method is based on the frequency responses
converted from time-history data. The dynamic model is identified through matching pre-
dicted frequency histories against measured frequency responses [69]. Some unique features
of the frequency-domain system identification include: (1) suitable for unstable systems;
(2) efficient noise elimination; (3) independent evaluation metrics; (4) accurate time-delay
identification; and (5) small number of involved data points. A comprehensive comparison
between the frequency- and time-response system identification methods, indicating why
frequency-domain identification method is more preferable for rotorcrafts, is given in [69].
Some successful implementations have further proven its efficiency. For instance, in [48], the
frequency-response-based identification software, named Comprehensive Identification from
FrEquency Responses (CIFER), is first implemented on a small-scale Yamaha R-50 based
UAV helicopter, and an eleventh-order state-space model for hovering condition is success-
fully identified. This software package is further implemented in [15] and [49] to identify the
thirteenth-order state-space models containing decoupled stabilizer bar dynamics, for both
hovering and forward flight conditions.
First-principles modeling
First-principles modeling approach, which can be regarded as the inverse procedure of the
system identification method, has been widely used to derive nonlinear models for full-scale
manned/unmanned rotorcrafts. As described in [69], such modeling approach is generally
labor intensive, requiring the estimation or measurement of the aerodynamical, inertial, and
structural properties of the many elements of the rotorcraft. Most of first-principles-based
nonlinear models are commonly with high-order and complicated structure. Furthermore,
they are required to be iteratively tuned based on the measured dynamic flight-test data
and the existing databases. As such, such approach is initially not recommended for the
nonlinear model derivation of the small-scale UAV helicopters.
In recent five to ten years, the aerodynamics of the full flight envelope for the small-scale
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UAV helicopter has become one key research focus. One high-fidelity nonlinear model which
could comprehensively cover the small-scale UAV helicopter’s dynamics in the full flight en-
velope is greatly instrumental for both flight simulation and control law design, especially to
certain flight conditions in which the flight motion is so aggressive and dangerous that per-
forming flight tests for the model identification is extremely difficult or even impractical. As
such, a number of research groups have started developing suitable nonlinear models based
on their self-constructed small-scale UAV helicopters. For instance, in [26], a seventeen-state
nonlinear model is derived for their constructed X-Cell60 small-scale unmanned helicopter.
However, the accuracy of partial measured/estimated key aerodynamic parameters can not
be fully guaranteed due to the parameter-validation method which is hard for real im-
plementation. In another example [16], a novel first-principles modeling approach, named
MOSCA, is proposed for off-flight simulation and linearized-model generation. However, the
parameter identification procedure, which is key to determine a reliable nonlinear model, is
not sufficiently presented. In general, the first-principles modeling for small-scale rotorcraft
UAVs is at its initial beginning and should be further explored thoroughly in three key
aspects including: (1) structure determination; (2) parameter identification; and (3) model
validation.
1.2.3 Control Law Design and Implementation
Flight control law design and implementation is the final step for developing a fully functional
small-scale UAV helicopter. Due to the low-cost in construction and maintenance, the small-
scale UAV helicopters are ideal platforms for academic circle to implement various advanced
flight control methods which are generally not allowed to be tested or verified in expensive
full-scale UAV helicopters.
The classical single-input/single-output (SISO) feedback control methods (see, e.g., PD
and PID control) are commonly adopted since (1) they are with simple structures and (2)
the dynamic models are not compulsory. Most of the research groups prefer implementing
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these control methods on their constructed UAV helicopters ahead of the more advanced and
complicated control algorithms. For instance, in [47], the SISO PD control law is adopted
and further optimized using CONDUIT for both hovering and forward flight of the Yamaha
R50-based UAV helicopter. In another example [60], the SISO PID control is implemented
for the precise automatic hovering (within 30 cm × 30 cm × 30 cm cube) of the instrumented
Ursa Major 3 UAV helicopter. Although these control techniques could provide acceptable
control capacity, they are not optimal for controlling small-scale UAV helicopters due to
some substantial inability such as unavoidable ignorance of off-axis rotorcraft dynamics.
To improve the flight control performance, some research groups have implemented a
variety of advanced flight control laws on the small-scale UAV helicopters and achieved suc-
cessful results. For example, in [72], the MIMO H∞ control law has been designed and
implemented on a self-constructed small-scale UAV helicopter. The control performance
is compared with that of SISO PID control method comprehensively. The results clearly
demonstrated the superiority of the H∞ control law. Other representative control algo-
rithms which have been implemented include: (1) decentralized decoupled model predictive
approach [61]; (2) neural network [1, 21, 70]; (3) adaptive control technique [57]; (4) fuzzy
logic [37]; (5) µ-synthesis [71]; (6) approximate linearization method [39]; (7) nonlinear
feed-forward method [4]; (8) differential geometry technique [35]; (9) learning control tech-
nique [22]; and (10) intelligent control methods [66]. In spite of the existence of many
successful examples, the overall control performance is still with insufficient intelligence. In
other words, the currently available small-scale UAV helicopters are still not able to intel-
ligently handle the complicated flight missions with unknown environment. More effort is
required to improve the flight control performance in diverse aspects including maneuvering,
guidance and mission planning. There is still a long way before reaching the final goal of
controlling small-scale UAV helicopter: fully autonomy with the human-intelligence level.
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1.3 Small-scale UAV Helicopter Research in NUS
The research on small-scale UAV helicopters in National University of Singapore (NUS) has
started from year 2003. During the last five years, our NUS UAV research team has success-
fully constructed multiple small-scale UAV helicopters, developed the efficient UAV software
systems, identified the high-fidelity linear and nonlinear dynamic models, and implemented
advanced nonlinear control law to realize fully autonomous flight.
The self-constructed small-scale UAV helicopters consist of our UAV helicopter family,
shown in Fig. 1.1. Among them, the first born member is called HeLion [12]. Due to the
insufficient background knowledge on the platform construction, its design and debugging
procedure is pretty lengthy (one whole year) with two researchers involved. During this
process we have accumulated a lot of experience and one simple, systematic and effective
design methodology for constructing small-scale UAV helicopter platforms with minimum
complexity and time cost has been summarized. Based on this methodology, we construct
the second member of the UAV helicopter family, named SheLion. Compared with HeLion,
SheLion is more advanced with lighter weight, more compact and systematic hardware
layout design and more functions such as onboard image processing [11]. Furthermore, the
whole development period including design, assembling, debugging and testing was greatly
shortened to three months with the same manpower involved. After SheLion’s construction,
this methodology has been further applied to a bigger UAV helicopter named HengLion,
and a mini-size UAV helicopter called BabyLion [6].
In the meantime of platform construction, we have developed a comprehensive soft-
ware system which can be used to serve as a software platform for mathematic modeling,
hardware-in-the-loop simulation [7], and flight control law implementation for most of the
members of our small-scale UAV helicopter family [19]. In general, this software system
consists of two parts: the onboard software system and the ground station system. The for-
mer is responsible for performing various onboard tasks including hardware driving, device
management, automatic control, communications and data logging. The onboard software
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Figure 1.1: UAV helicopter family.
is also with the capacity of realizing multiform control laws and performing various flight
actions such as hovering, lifting, forward and backward flying. The latter is in charge of
receiving data from and sending commands to the onboard software system, and providing a
friendly graphical user interface (GUI) to aid users to monitor and command the small-scale
UAV helicopters.
The dynamic modeling work starts after the construction of first born HeLion.The time-
domain system identification approach is first implemented to derive multiple linearized
models for HeLion in hovering [10], forward flight, backward flight, side-slip flight and
vertical flight conditions. For the following constructed SheLion, the frequency-domain
system identification toolkit CIFER, which is more suitable for rotorcraft identification,
has been implemented to obtain the linearized model in hovering and near hovering flight
condition. To further explore the inflight performance of our UAV helicopters, a universal
nonlinear model which is with minimum complexity and compatible with our UAV helicopter
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family has been derived and verified, based on the first-principles modeling approach [8].
With the identified dynamic models in hand, we have carried out the control law de-
sign and implementation using advanced nonlinear control techniques. Specifically, we have
combined (1) an advanced nonlinear flight control technique, namely composite nonlinear
feedback (CNF) control; (2) dynamic inversion technique; and (3) custom-defined flight
scheduling to design a comprehensive nonlinear flight control law for our small-scale UAV
helicopters and successfully realized the automatic control in full flight envelope which in-
cludes takeoff, landing, and a variety of essential flight motions [55].
1.4 Outline of This Thesis
The remaining content of this thesis is divided into five chapters. The work we have com-
pleted, including: (1) platform design and construction; (2) software system development
and implementation; (3) dynamic modeling; and (4) flight control laws design and imple-
mentation, are presented in detail.
In Chapter 2, we focus on the construction of our UAV helicopter family. We start with
introducing our proposed universal design methodology based on the construction procedure
of SheLion. Next, its extended implementations on HengLion and BabyLion, are presented.
Chapter 3 details the self-developed software system for the UAV helicopter family.
The framework and working principle for both the onboard software system and the ground
station system are introduced. The key practical utilizations such as reliability improvement,
hardware-in-the-loop simulation, and control law implementation in actual flight test, are
addressed.
In Chapter 4, we concentrate on the dynamic modeling for our UAV helicopter family.
For the system-identification-based modeling approach, both time-domain and frequency-
domain identification methods are presented, based on the modeling procedure of HeLion
and SheLion. For the first-principles modeling approach, the proposed minimum-complexity
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nonlinear model along with the structure determination, parameter identification, and model
validation, is introduced.
In Chapter 5, we focus on the nonlinear flight control law design and implementation
on our constructed UAV helicopter for full flight envelope. The design procedure, practical
implementation and corresponding performance analysis are presented in detail.
Finally, Chapter 6 draws the conclusion remarks. The contribution of this work and the




Constructing a small-scale UAV helicopter which is suitable and reliable for practical imple-
mentations is a challenging job, especially to the researchers with insufficient background
knowledge on aerodynamics and mechanics of rotorcraft. Problems may come from vari-
ous aspects, including: (1) bare helicopter performance; (2) hardware components selection
and integration; (3) onboard system layout design; (4) power consumption design; (5) EMI
shielding; (6) anti-vibration, and etc. Although some small-scale UAV helicopter platforms
have been successfully built up based on the RC helicopters, there is no uniform, time-saving
and effective design methodology that has been clearly documented in the literature.
In this chapter, we present our proposed systematic design methodology and its imple-
mentations in detail. The methodology is introduced based on the construction procedure
of the second born UAV helicopter, namely SheLion. Following the logical order of She-
Lion’s construction, we address the four key steps of the design methodology sequentially in
Section 2.1. Section 2.2 focuses on the design methodology’s implementations on the other
representative family members, that is, HengLion and BabyLion. Finally, in Section 2.3, we
draw some concluding remarks.
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2.1 Design Methodology and the Implementation on SheLion
In this section, the proposed design methodology will be described in detail. In general,
it includes four key steps: (1) virtual design environment selection; (2) hardware compo-
nent selection; (3) comprehensive design and integration; and (4) ground and flight test
evaluation.
2.1.1 Virtual Design Environment Selection
In our proposed design methodology, the first step for constructing a UAV helicopter is
to choose a suitable virtual design environment. When HeLion is first instructed , we are
mainly based on two-dimensional computer-aided-design (2D CAD) blueprints. The lack of
a powerful 3D design environment causes great difficulty in layout design and the integration
of hardware components. As a result the design and integration procedure has to be iterated
for quite a number of times, which prolongs the total constructing time for months. To avoid
such a problem, from the construction of SheLion, a powerful virtual design environment,
SolidWorks, is adopted. Its main advantages are listed as follows:
1. Easy to use: Users can be familiar with the necessary functions in a short time through
learning several key examples.
2. Powerful 3D and 2D design: In SolidWorks, the virtual counterpart can be modeled
to be identical with the real hardware component, both in shape and color. When the
3D design is finished, the corresponding 2D views will be generated at the same time
for the convenience of mechanical manufacturing.
3. Physical description: Each virtual component can be parameterized with necessary
physical parameters such as density and weight. The center of gravity (CG) can be
either calculated by SolidWorks or arbitrarily specified. Such a function is especially
useful in the layout design of the onboard computer system of the UAV.
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4. Animation function: For certain components, which can move or rotate, we can em-
ulate their motions by using an animation function. This function is essential when
some complicated devices, such as a 2-DOF camera frame, are needed to be mounted
onboard.
Such a virtual-design-software-facilitated design concept is one of the most remarkable
features of our proposed UAV helicopter design methodology and will be closely followed
throughout the design procedure. Specifically in the following Section 2.1.2, the virtual
counterpart, which reflects all of the key features including: (1) the location and dimension
of its mounting hole; (2) the center of gravity; (3) the dimension of the object; and (4)
the weight, will be created for each of the selected hardware components. In Section 2.1.3,
each of the design steps is to be tuned virtually till it is fully determined. The virtually
constructed UAV and its real counterpart for SheLion are displayed in Fig. 2.1. It is noted
that the SheLion is carefully built up in the virtual design environment, which provides an
excellent backup of our design process. Through using such a software-facilitated design
procedure, we have successfully avoided unnecessary iterations and greatly shortened the
design period.
2.1.2 Hardware Components Selection
The working principle of a complete small-scale UAV helicopter system is shown in Fig. 2.2.
In general, four key parts are included: (1) an RC helicopter; (2) an onboard computer
system; (3) a manual control system; and (4) a ground supporting system. Among them,
the RC helicopter is the baseline to be upgraded. The onboard computer system is the
most important part, in charge of (1) collecting necessary in-flight data, such as helicopter
states, main rotor’s RPM (rotations per minute), sonar-measured altitude and servo actua-
tors’ deflection, and onboard images; (2) analyzing the data and images collected; and (3)
implementing flight control laws as well as logging data to the compact flash (CF) memory
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Figure 2.1: SheLion and its virtual counterpart.
cards. Each of the solid block in Fig. 2.2 represents a specific hardware component. The
manual control system, which is normally a RC joystick, always comes with the RC heli-
copter and is used to control the helicopter by the pilot in manual flight tests. Lastly, the
ground supporting system is used to monitor the flight status of the UAV helicopter online
and to communicate with the onboard computer system. From Fig. 2.2 it can be noted
that building a UAV helicopter is heavily related to hardware components selected. In what
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Figure 2.2: Working principle of a small-scale UAV helicopter system.
RC helicopter
A high quality RC bare helicopter, Raptor 90, is selected as the basic rotorcraft for both
SheLion. It is shown in Fig. 2.3 along with its virtual counterpart. Some key physical
parameters of the helicopter are listed in Table 2.1. Five onboard digital servo actuators
are used to drive the helicopter. More specifically, the aileron, elevator and collective pitch
servos are in charge of tilting the swash plate to realize the rolling motion, pitching motion
and to change the main rotor’s collective pitch angle. The throttle servo, cooperated with a
hobby-purpose RPM governor, is used to control the engine power. One high-speed servo,
associated by a low cost yaw rate gyro, is employed to control the yaw motion. Like the
other brands of RC hobby helicopters, Raptor 90 is equipped with the stabilizer bar, which
acts as a damper to reduce the over-sensitive aerodynamic forces caused by the ultra small
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Figure 2.3: Raptor 90 RC helicopter and its virtual counterpart.
size of helicopter, to facilitate manual control. The Raptor 90 helicopter is well suited to
the helicopter’s upgrading because of the following three reasons:
1. Great maneuverability: Raptor 90 helicopter is originally designed for F-3D acrobatic
flight. Its agility and maneuverability are famous in the RC hobby flight circle. Corre-
spondingly the upgraded UAV helicopter holds more control flexibility compared with
those upgraded from RC helicopters developed for F-3C stable flight.
2. Large payload: Raptor 90 is equipped with OS-91SX engine, which is capable of
generating 3.1 ps at 15, 000 RPM and affording the total payload up to 11 kg. Since
the dry weight of helicopter is about 4.9 kg, the effective payload is up to 6 kg, which
suits well with our budget of the weight (3.5 kg) for the onboard computer system and
provides sufficient payload redundancy for future hardware upgrading.
3. Low cost but high performance: Compared with other expensive but same size RC he-
licopters such as Hirobo-90 and Bergen Industrial Twin, Raptor 90 helicopter provides
the same high quality flight performance but at a half price.
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Table 2.1: Specifications of Raptor 90 helicopter
Specifications Raptor 90 Helicopter
Full Length of Fuselage 1410 mm
Full Width of Fuselage 190 mm
Main Rotor Diameter 1605 mm
Tail Rotor Diameter 260 mm
Weight 4900 g
Maximum Flight Time 12 minutes
Computer processor boards
The onboard computer processor stack, which is a combination of multiple processor boards,
acts like the brain of a UAV helicopter system. For the construction of SheLion, PC-104
standard processor boards are adopted because of the following three features: (1) the small
but uniform size (96 mm × 90 mm × 10 mm); (2) light weight (normally less than 200
g); and (3) anti-vibration structural design (pin-and-socket bus connection method). The
most challenging issue we are facing is to ensure the working efficiency while strictly avoiding
computational overloading and software crash during actual flight tests. Compared with first
born HeLion, SheLion has an onboard image processing unit to carry out real-time process
of images captured by the onboard camera. As such, we separate the onboard system into
two parts and employ two processor boards, of which one, called the flight control CPU, is
in charge of all of flight control missions, and the other, called the image processing CPU, is
paticularly used for image processing. By doing so, the image processing function, which is
both time and computational resources consuming, is completely isolated from the missions
related to automatic flight control and thus the overall safety of the onboard computer
system is not affected.
The main tasks of the flight control CPU (see Fig. 2.2) are: (1) collecting data from
INS/GPS and RPM sensors, sonar and servo controllers; (2) analyzing collected data; (3)
implementing flight control laws and driving servo actuators through servo controllers; (4)
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logging the in-flight data to CF Card 1 for post-flight analysis; (5) communicating with
the image processing CPU; and (6) communicating with the ground supporting system.
Although there are multiple flight missions involved, it has been proved in [19] that the
computational load for normal flight tests is fairly light (less than 23% in the CPU usage at
the peak) for a 600 MHz CPU board used in HeLion. Consideration for the selection of the
flight control CPU for SheLion is more on reducing the weight and power consumption while
maintaining the system safety and working efficency. We choose a PC-104 ATHENA, which
has four RS-232 serial ports, a 16-pin analog-to-digital (A/D) port, two counters/timers and
runs at 600 MHz. PC-104 ATHENA is a 3-IN-1 board, which integrates all of the necessary
functions of a main processor board, a serial communication board used for data exchange
with INS/GPS, servo controller and wireless modem, and a data acquisition board used for
data exchange with RPM sensor. As a result the weight and power consumption are greatly
reduced to 30% and 50%, respectively.
The image processing CPU, is only assigned tasks related to onboard image processing,
which include: (1) collecting ground images; (2) analyzing image data for ground target
detecting and tracking; and (3) communicating with the flight control CPU. Since the image
processing job requires large amount of computational resources, a high-speed PC-104 board
running at 1 GHz, namely, CRR-III, is selected. One PC-104 standard frame grabber card is
attached to the CRR-III for the purpose of A/D conversion and transformation of collected
images.
Avionic sensors
Avionic sensors are responsible for collecting all of the information of the UAV helicopter
during the flight. For SheLion, three avionic sensors are adopted: (1) an inertial naviga-
tion system/global positioning system (INS/GPS) measuring all of the necessary helicopter
states; 2) an ultrasonic sonar measuring the altitude in the near ground level; and 3) an RPM
sensor recording the RPM of the main rotor. Their selections are based on the following.
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The core navigation sensor, i.e., INS/GPS, is selected in accordance with the require-
ments on its output signals:
1. The essential signals that the INS/GPS is to provide are three-axis angular rates,
three-axis accelerations, three-axis magnetics and three-axis positions. The first three
are in body frame of the UAV and the last one resides in the NED (north-east-down)
frame. It is noted that the three axis Euler angles are not necessary since they can be
estimated by using an extended Kalman filter (EKF) as reported in [36] and comple-
mentary filtering reported in [74].
2. The measuring ranges of the three-axis accelerations, three-axis angular rates and
three-axis magnetics are set as ±2 g, ±150◦ and ±0.7 Gauss, respectively, in accor-
dance with the specifications of the commonly used commercial products. The selected
threshold values are reasonable since we do not intend to cover the extreme or acro-
batic flight conditions. As a result, the acceleration, angular rate and magnetics are
not to change dramatically during flight tests. Based on this setting, we need to care-
fully perform an anti-vibration design to avoid the measurement saturation caused
by various vibration sources associated with the UAV. This is to be addressed in
Section 2.1.3.
3. On the basis of meeting all of above mentioned requirements, the size, weight and
power consumption of the adopted INS/GPS should be minimized.
A compact INS/GPS, namely, MNAV100CA, shown in Fig. 2.4 along with the virtual
counterpart, is selected for SheLion. The key specifications of this sensor are listed in
Table 2.2, which clearly shows that all of the requirements are satisfied. Furthermore, by
using MNAV100CA, the weight and power consumption of the INS/GPS sensor is greatly
reduced to 5.6% and 16%, respectively, compared to those of the fully integrated INS/GPS,
NAV420CA, installed on HeLion. Note that MNAV100CA adopts the same sampling rate
as NAV420CA, i.e., 50 Hz, which has been proven sufficient for small-scale UAV helicopter
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Table 2.2: Specifications of MNAV100CA
Requirements MNAV100CA
Acceleration Range X/Y/Z (g) ±2 ±2
Angular Rate Range (deg) ±150 ±200
Magnetometer Range (G) ±0.7 ±0.75
GPS Accuracy in CEP (m) ≤ 3 3
Sampling Rate (Hz) ≥ 50 {1, 25, 50, 75, 100} selectable
Size (mm) ≤ 76× 97× 76 57× 45× 11
Weight (g) ≤ 580 33
Power Consumption (W) ≤ 5 ≤ 0.8
Figure 2.4: MNAV100CA and its virtual counterpart.
control by many successful results (see, for example [10, 26, 38, 60]). Section 2.1.4 will
demonstrate that MNAV100CA can yield the similar level of working performance as the
expensive NAV420CA.
The ultrasonic sonar is capable of providing altitude signal in near ground level. Due
to the inaccuracy of the GPS signals, the altitude signal generated by the sonar is the key
reference for automatic takeoff and landing processes. SheLion adopts an ultrasonic sonar,
namely, SNT-UPK2500, with a resolution in the mm range and a weight of 50 g. The
effective range is up to 2 m, which is sufficient for automatic takeoff and landing.
The RPM sensor, Futaba GV-1, is a commercial product which is commonly used in
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the RC hobby flight circle. To simplify the overall design, we retain this product in SheLion
but with necessary modifications to obtain the RPM number, which is originally set as an
internal signal. More specifically, we connect the RPM sensor to a Schmidt Trigger and
the output of the Schmidt Trigger is then sent to a counter/timer port resided in PC-104
ATHENA processor board.
Servo controller
Servo controller is used to realize smooth switching between the manual control mode and
automatic control mode. The requirements for the servo controller are listed as follows:
1. Reliable switching function: The switching between automatic control and manual
control should be both fast and smooth. A particular channel must be assigned to
ensure the reliability.
2. Sufficient input/output channels: For most RC helicopters, five onboard servos are
equipped to drive the helicopter. Adding an extra channel for switching function and
some necessary redundancy, the input/output number must not be less than 7.
3. Capacity of recording servo actuator’s input signal: This function is paticularly impor-
tant in initial manual flight tests. The recorded input data are essential for deriving
the dynamical model of the UAV and for evaluating control performance.
4. High resolution: Substantially the input-recording and servo-driving function are the
A/D and D/A procedure. The resolution should be sufficiently high to ensure the
data consistency and accuracy.
The final selection of the servo controller, an HBC-101, is a 8-input/8-output digital
signal processing (DSP) board with a resolution of 0.009◦. RS-232 serial protocol is used to
exchange data with PC-104 ATHENA. Input channels 2-6 and serial port are assigned to
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receive the manual input signals and ATHENA-generated auto input signals, respectively.
Channels 7 and 8 are currently not in use. Channel 1 is preoccupied by the switching
function. The switching signal comes from the manual control joystick. By doing so the
pilot owns the highest authority to determine which side (automatic or manual input) is
mapped to the output. Such a piloted-highest-control design is especially important during
some unexpected situations since the pilot can immediately retrieve back the manual control
to avoid accident or crash.
Camera and laser pointer
A camera and laser pointer are equipped onboard for ground target tracking. The camera
collects the images of ground targets and transfers them back to the frame grabber for further
processing. The main consideration for its selection is making a suitable trade-off between
the resolution and the weight and volume of the camera. A compact CMOS camera with
ultra small-size (25× 25× 30 mm), light weight (10 g) and acceptable resolution (640× 480
pixels), is chosen for SheLion. The laser pointer acts as the emulation of a machine gun
for attacking ground targets. For our research purpose, a commercial low-cost laser pointer
with a weight of 15 g is selected. Its effective range is 40 m.
Wireless modem
The wireless communication between SheLion and the ground supporting system is realized
by a pair of serial wireless radio modems (one installed on the UAV and the other on the
ground supporting system). We select Freewave IM-500 wireless modem system with a light
weight (75 g), high throughput (115.2 kbps), wide range (up to 32 km in the open field
environment) and a working frequency at 2.4 GHz.
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Table 2.3: Selection of hardware components for SheLion
Components SheLion
Flight control CPU ATHENA (600 MHz, 3-IN-1)
Serial board NA
Data acquisition board NA
Image processing CPU CRR-III 1G (1 GHz)
Frame grabber Colory-104 (4 channel video inputs)
INS/GPS MNAV100CA
Ultrasonic sonar SNT-UPK2500 (2m range)
RPM sensor Futaba GV-1
Servo controller HBC-101 (8-In/8-out)
Wireless modem Freewave IM-500 (32 Km range)
Onboard battery WorleyParsons Li-Po (8.4 V/35 W)*2
Onboard battery
FourWorleyParsons lithium-polymer (Li-Po) batteries are used to provide electrical power to
both the onboard computer system and the onboard servo actuators. Compared with other
types of batteries such as Ni-Mh batteries, Ni-Cd batteries and Li-ion batteries, lithium-
polymer batteries have the advantage of having higher power capacity, less memory effect
and lighter weight. The capacities of selected batteries is to be discussed later in Sec-
tion 2.1.3.
Through A to G mentioned above, we have completed the hardware components’ selec-
tion for SheLion. For readers’ easy reference, they are summarized in Table 2.3, along with
their key specifications.
2.1.3 Comprehensive Design and Integration
Based on the hardware components selected in Section 2.1.2, we proceed to carry out a
systematic integration of these selected components. In general, such procedure consists
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of four parts: (1) the onboard layout design; (2) the anti-vibration design; (3) the power
supply design; and lastly (4) electromagnetic interference (EMI) shielding design.
Onboard layout design
Layout design for onboard computer systems is a challenging issue for small-scale UAV
helicopters. There is no systematic methods reported in the literature to date. In what
follows we propose a simple and uniform layout design approach, which is independent of
the hardware components used and can be easily adopted to construct any small-scale UAV
helicopter. This design approach includes four steps and a visual illustration for the case of
SheLion is shown in Fig. 2.5.
Step 1: Determining the location of INS/GPS. The essential rule of this step is to
mount the INS/GPS as close as possible to the CG of the UAV helicopter to minimize the
so-called lever effect, which can cause bias on the measured accelerations when the UAV
performs rotatory motions. Based on the experience we gained from the construction of our
earlier version UAV, HeLion, we find that it is easier to control the UAV when the onboard
system is mounted underneath the bare helicopter. For such a layout, the general guideline
is to line up the CGs of the INS/GPS, the onboard computer system and the basic helicopter
along the z-axis of the body frame. Since the CG location of the bare helicopter is fully
known using pendulum test introduced in [30], the mounting location of the INS/GPS in x-y
plane of body frame can be determined. The offset between the CG of the UAV helicopter
and that of the INS/GPS is only in z-axis and unavoidable. However, it can be minimized
by carefully considering the height of onboard system and adding necessary space between
the bare helicopter and the onboard system for bumping avoidance.
Step 2: Determining the location of the camera and laser pointer. The on-
board camera and laser pointer are employed for ground target tracking and attacking,
their mounting locations should have a good eyesight and sufficient moving space. To fulfill
these requirements, they are both mounted at the most front part of the onboard system.
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To simplify the design, these two components are bound with each other in parallel and
attached to a digital servo, which is capable of providing motion in pitch direction. In
searching or attacking a ground target, the yaw direction movement is to be controlled and
accomplished by the UAV itself.
Step 3: CG balancing. The locations of the following four components, i.e., the two PC-
104 processor boards, the servo controller, the wireless modem, and the battery packs, have
also to be carefully selected. In general, the PC-104 processor boards and servo controller
board are to be mounted at the front part for the convenience of cable/wire connection and
the wireless modem is mounted on the back for the ease of wireless communications. The
battery packs are also placed on the back to balance the overall CG of the onboard system.
Furthermore, we also guarantee that the CG of the onboard system coincides with the CG
of the INS/GPS, and the onboard system is symmetrical in both longitudinal and lateral
directions.
Step 4: Locating the remaining light-weight components. The remaining light-
weight (less than 50 g) components include ultrasonic sonar and toggle panel, for which
anti-pollution and short circuit avoidance are the main consideration. At the end, we decide
to place the sonar on the landing skit and the toggle panel along with the plastic cover
opposite the muﬄe of the helicopter.
Anti-vibration design
For any small-scale UAV upgraded from RC helicopter, there are three main vibration
sources which should be taken into account: (1) the rotation of the main rotor; (2) the
power engine; and (3) the rotation of the tail rotor. These frequencies for SheLion are 30.8
Hz, 260.5 Hz and 143.4 Hz, respectively, based on a governed motor speed at 1850 rpm.
The combined vibration has an amplitude about 2g, i.e., 19.6 m/s2, along all of the three
body axes of SheLion. It has potential to introduce bias to measurement data and to cause
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Figure 2.5: Layout design procedure and the final onboard system.
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loose-of-connection of mechanical components. For this reason, an anti-vibration design is
necessary to ensure the overall onboard system working properly.
For SheLion, four wire-rope isolators are carefully selected to realize an anti-vibration
aim. They are mounted symmetrically around the CG of the onboard system (see Fig. 2.6),
and their working features are as follows:
1. 45◦-Compression mounting: Such mounting method provides the same stiffness in
both the horizontal and vertical directions.
2. Good transmitting rate: The transmitting rate is defined as the ratio of the output
vibration level to the input vibration level. According to the selection rules provided
by the manufacturer (see Fig. 2.7 for the characteristic of the wire-rope isolators), we
choose a natural frequency and a cutoff frequency around 9.5 and 13.4 Hz, respectively,
which are sufficient to ensure that a satisfactory transmitting rate for the vibration
source with the lowest frequency, i.e., 30.8 Hz. More specifically, about 80% of the
vibration at this frequency is suppressed.
Such an anti-vibration design has demonstrated to effectively reduce the harmful raw
vibration and increase the overall safety. Its actual performance is to be further examined
in Section 2.1.4.
Power supply design
The main consideration in the power supply design is to meet the overall experimental
requirement and overall system safety. Based on the detailed power consumptions of the
hardware components onboard given in Table 2.4 and the consideration of safety issues, we
come out with a power supply scheme for SheLion, which is shown in Fig. 2.4, in which
batteries 1 and 2 with an output voltage of 4.8 V, a power capacity of 17.5 Wh and a weight
of 90 g, are used to power the onboard servos and servo controllers. Although a single
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Figure 2.6: Anti-vibration design for the onboard computer system (left: side view, right:
front view).
Figure 2.7: Working point of the selected wire rope isolators.
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Table 2.4: Power consumption list for SheLion UAV helicopter
Hardware Component Power Consumption (W)
Flight Control CPU 12.5 (at 5V DC)
INS/GPS 0.5 (at 5V DC)
Servo Controller 1 (at 5V DC)
Wireless Modem 3.9 (at 12V DC)
Ultrasonic Sonar 1 (at 12V DC)
Image Processing CPU 19.5 (at 5V DC)
Frame Grabber 0.5 (at 5V DC)
CMOS Camera 0.6 (at 12V DC)
battery is sufficient to power the components onboard, we have chosen to use two batteries
instead to enhance the overall safety of the system. The system can still run smoothly
and guarantee manual maneuvering even if one of the batteries is out of order. Another
feature of our design is to include the servo controller with the RC helicopter as its function
is extremely important for both manual and automatic flight. With such a configuration,
the servo controller can still work during unexpected events, such as the breakdown of the
onboard system, so that the ground pilot would still have chances to guide the helicopter.
To avoid the potential conflict of the power supply between the flight control CPU and
the image processing CPU, two separate batteries (batteries 3 and 4) are used to provide
power supply to these two units. To accommodate for the different input voltage levels of
each individual hardware components, two high-efficiency DC-to-DC convertor boards with
a transferring rate of 92% are used to convert the output voltages of batteries 3 and 4-5
and 12 V, respectively. It can be observed from Table 4 that the total power consumptions
of these two groups are quite similar. We thus select two identical batteries with an output































Figure 2.8: Power supply design for SheLion UAV helicopter.
EMI shielding design
Electromagnetic interference (EMI) is a serious issue for small-scaled UAV helicopters as all
of the highly integrated electronic components are required to be mounted in a very limited
space. The main problems aroused by EMI include: (1) reducing the effective range of RC
manual control; (2) generating errors in INS/GPS measurements; and (3) causing data losses
in wireless communications. These problems have to be eliminated or reduced to minimum
before conducting actual flight tests. In SheLion, we use aluminum boxes and foil to isolate
the necessary electronic components. More specifically, the key hardware components such
as the servo controller board, RC receiver, MNAV100CA and wireless modem are kept in
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separate aluminum boxes, and the onboard system is protected with aluminum foil. As a
result, we have successfully maintained the original manual control range (50 m without
extending the antenna of the joystick), and the reliability of the MNAV100CA and wireless
modem.
2.1.4 Ground and Flight Test Evaluation
The last step of our proposed design methodology is conducting a series of ground tests and
actual flight tests to evaluate the performance and reliability of the overall UAV helicopter.
For SheLion, the performed ground and flight tests are introduced as follows.
Ground tests
During the ground tests, SheLion is placed on a level ground with its engine running at 85%
of the hovering RPM, which is set to be 1850 for SheLion. The ground supporting system
is placed about 500 m away from SheLion. Each ground test lasts more than 12 min. More
specifically, the following items are thoroughly examined:
1. Flight control CPU. For the flight control CPU, we run the onboard software system
of [19] to execute iteratively all of the tasks listed in Section 2.1.2. We set the execution
time for each iteration loop to be 20 ms, which coincides with the sampling rate of
the INS/GPS. Fig. 2.9 shows the actual CPU execution time of all the loops tested.
Clearly, the actual time consumption of each loop is in the neighborhood of 20 ms. The
bias is mainly caused by the inaccuracy of the internal clock of the PC-104 ATHENA
processor.
2. Wireless communication system. The wireless communication system between SheLion
and the ground supporting system is tested through transmitting some pre-set data.
Our test shows that the communication channel between the ground station and the
UAV is perfect.
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3. Power consumption. For this item, a special ground test which lasts 50 min is per-
formed. The input voltages for both the flight control unit and the image processing
unit are recorded periodically with a time interval of 5 min. The resulting output
voltages of the batteries are plotted in Fig. 2.10. As expected, the output voltages of
both units drop but with the reasonable slopes. The final values stay, respectively, at
7.72 V for the flight control part and 7.31 V for the image processing part, which are
within the safety level for the overall system. This result indicates that the selected
batteries have sufficient power to continously supply the overall onboard system during
the whole experimental period.
4. Anti-vibration system. To examine the efficiency of the anti-vibration system, two
small-size vibration detecting sensors are used, of which one (vibration sensor 1) is
sticked on a lever of the landing skit and the other (vibration sensor 2) is attached
underneath the aluminum plate of the onboard system. Fig. 2.11 shows a test sample of
the z-axis accelerationmeasured by the two sensors and the measured acceleration data
of the INS/GPS. With the wire-rope isolators, the resulting vibration transmitting rate
is in the range of 20-25%, which indicates that our anti-vibration design is successful.
Similar results are also obtained for the other two axes. We note that the remaining
20-25% vibration can be further eliminated through using the Bessel filters.
Flight tests
After successfully completing the ground tests, we next move on to test the overall UAV sys-
tem in the sky under both the manual control mode and automatic control mode. For manual
mode, we have conducted a series of perturbation tests. More specially, we first command
SheLion to be stabilized at a hovering flight condition and then inject a frequency-sweep
signal to the input channels to produce perturbations up to 30◦ in rolling, pitching and yaw-
ing angles, respectively. The main aim for this kind of tests is to evaluate the performance
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Execution time of each loop
Figure 2.9: Execution time of the test loops of Flight Control CPU.





















Figure 2.10: Output voltages of Lithium-Polymer batteries.
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Figure 2.11: Sample result of comparison of vibrational amplitude.
and feasibility of the UAV hardware components in drastic flight actions. Figs. 2.12-2.15
show the resulting manual flight test results. It is proved that the constructed SheLion
has been working properly in such a severe flight condition. Automatic hovering flight is
used to test the automatic mode of the integrated UAV system. After manual hovering is
achieved, SheLion is commanded to switch to the automatic mode and its onboard system
takes over as the control authority to continue performing the hovering flight test. The
results shown in Figs. 2.16-2.20 are obtained from an automatic hovering test, which clearly
indicate that SheLion is capable of hovering stably around the desired position (-19.5, 30,
14.5) m without drifting. The constructed UAV helicopter can thus be further utilized for
other developments. In the flight test, we have also activated the image processing unit
and commanded the system to capture ground images when the UAV is hovering steadily.
Fig. 2.21 shows a pair of images captured during this process. Our post-flight examination
on the mechanical components of the UAV and the data obtained clearly indicates that
SheLion is very reliable in all categories tested.
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Figure 2.12: Input signals in the manual flight test.






























Figure 2.13: Velocity outputs in the manual flight test.
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Figure 2.14: Angular rates in the manual flight test.































Figure 2.15: Euler angles in the manual flight test.
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Figure 2.16: Input signals in the automatic hovering flight test.
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Figure 2.17: Position outputs in the automatic hovering flight test.
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Figure 2.18: Velocity outputs in the automatic hovering flight test.
































Figure 2.19: Angular rates in the automatic hovering flight test.
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Figure 2.20: Euler angles in the automatic hovering flight test.
Figure 2.21: Samples of ground images captured by SheLion.
2.2 Methodology Implementation on Other UAV Helicopter
Family Members
In this section, we present the implementation of the proposed design methodology on the
other two UAV helicopter family members: HengLion and BabyLion. The identical onboard
layout design is adopted by HengLion to minimize the time and labor cost. BabyLion, due
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Figure 2.22: HengLion and its virtual counterpart.
Figure 2.23: BabyLion and its virtual counterpart.
to its ultra small-size and limited payload, is equipped with a set of light-weight, small-
volume hardware components providing similar functions. Since the methodology has been
thoroughly described in Section 2.1, in what follows we only address the key implementation
results.
2.2.1 Virtual Design
For the entire UAV family, SolidWorks is selected as the virtual design environment. The
virtual counterparts for HengLion and BabyLion are shown in Figs. 2.22 and 2.23.
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Table 2.5: Hardware configuration for HengLion and key specifications
Components Selected Modules Specifications
2.5 m Rotor span,
Bare helicopter Copterworks AF25B 13 Kg payload,
6.5 hp gasoline engine
50 minutes flight time
Flight control CPU Lippert CRR-III 650 X86 architecture, 650 MHz
Serial board ConnectTech Xtreme-104 4 serial ports
Data acquisition board Diamond-Sys DMM-32-AT 32-pin A/D port
Image processing CPU CRR-III 1G X86 architecture, 1 GHz
Frame grabber Arvoo Colory-104 4 video/image inputs
Camera Sony D-70 CCD camera 768× 494 pixels
INS/GPS Crossbow NAV420CA GPS-aided AHRS system,
complete navigation information
RPM sensor Futaba GV-1 RC-purpose engine governor,
control range: 1000-2100 rpm
Altitude sensor SNT UPK2500 Same as SheLion
Servo controller Pontech HBC-101 Same as SheLion
Wireless modem Freewave IM-500 Same as SheLion
Onboard battery WorleyParsons Li-Po Battery Same as SheLion
2.2.2 Hardware Component Selection
According to the payload and mounting-space limitations of the bare RC helicopters, we
carefully select two sets of hardware components to construct the onboard computer systems
for HengLion and BabyLion. The detailed configurations are listed respectively in Tables 2.5
and 2.6 along with the key specifications.
2.2.3 Comprehensive Design and Integration
Same as SheLion, the design and integration procedure of these two UAV helicopters consists
of the same aforementioned four steps, including: (1) onboard layout design; (2) anti-
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Table 2.6: Hardware configuration for BabyLion and key specifications
Components Selected Modules Specifications
0.68 m Rotor span,
Bare helicopter Align TREX450 250 g payload,
battery-powered
6-8 minutes flight time
Flight control CPU Crossbow Stargate ARM architecture, 400 MHz,
extended I/O card
Serial board NA Stargate integrated
Data acquisition board NA MNAV100CA integrated
Image processing CPU NA Ground station taking-over
Frame grabber NA Ground station taking-over
Camera Compact CMOS camera Same as SheLion
INS/GPS Crossbow MNAV100CA Same as SheLion
RPM sensor ESKY electrical speed RC-purpose speed controller
controller (ESC) for brushless motor
Altitude sensor Embedded barometer MNAV100CA integrated
Servo controller Embedded servo controller MNAV100CA integrated
Wireless modem AntiCom wireless CF card 802.11b protocol,
15 m range
Onboard battery Align Li-Po Battery 2000 mAh, 11.1 V
vibration design; (3) power supply design; and (4) EMI shielding design. The results are
briefly introduced as follows.
For HengLion, the design and integration procedures for steps 1, 2, and 4 are the same as
those for SheLion. Note that the total weight of the onboard computer system of HengLion
is heavier than that for SheLion (3.4 kg vs 2.8 kg) due to the different onboard hardware
modules. As such, the selected wire rope isolators are stiffer to achieve more suitable
transmission rate.
For BabyLion, due to its ultra small size, the design and integration is greatly different
with that for the bigger counterparts. First, from Table 2.6 we note that only three com-
ponents (the Stargate processing board, MNAV100CA and wireless CF card) are included.
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For layout design, the sole requirement for BabyLion is ensuring the coincidence of CGs of
bare helicopter (TREX450) and the onboard system along the body-frame z-axis. Secondly,
due to the ultra light weight of the onboard system, no suitable wire rope isolators could be
used. Instead, we use silicon gels and neoprime-made tapes for the anti-vibration purpose.
Thirdly, the power supply design is easily carried out since the power consumption of the
onboard components of BabyLion is very low. The power for running the onboard system
is drawn from a 11.1 V, 1500 mAh Li-Po battery. Finally, a custom aluminum-foil box is
made to capsule the onboard system for EMI shielding.
2.2.4 Experimental Evaluation
Flight test evaluations for constructed HengLion and BabyLion have been performed to
verify the efficiency of our proposed UAV platform design methodology.
For HengLion, we have conducted a long-endurance automatic flight to prove its working
efficiency. During this flight test, HengLion is required to follow a flight path of rectangle-
shape (1500 m × 25 m) clockwise in the horizontal plane. The recorded input and output
signals are shown in Figs. 2.24 to 2.28. It can be noted that HengLion starts from the point
(21.87 m, 30.46 m, -22.64 m) in NED frame, and complete the flight trajectory accurately
in around 850 seconds (e.g., 14.16 minutes). The recorded data also show that in this exper-
iment all of the important flight states are maintained at their corresponding trim values.
Such result clearly shows that the implementation of our proposed design methodology on
HengLion is successful.
BabyLion is the newest member in the UAV helicopter family. Till now we have only
realized the basic automatic hovering using linear quadratic Gaussian (LQG) control tech-
nique. The flight test result is shown in Figs. 2.29 to 2.30. Note that within the recorded 15
seconds, BabyLion can perform stable hover at the designated point with the accuracy of
(±1 m, ±2 m, ±1 m). Furthermore all of the inputs and outputs stay at their corresponding
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Figure 2.24: Input signals in HengLion’s flight test.



























Figure 2.25: Position outputs in HengLion’s flight test.
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Figure 2.26: Velocity outputs in HengLion’s flight test.

































Figure 2.27: Angular rates in HengLion’s flight test.
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Figure 2.28: Euler angles in HengLion’s flight test.
trim values as expected. Such practical result again verifies the feasibility of our platform
design methodology.
2.3 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have presented the systematic design methodology for the small-scale
UAV helicopter construction. The successful implementation results on different platforms,
including SheLion HengLion and BabyLion, prove that the proposed methodology is with
great efficiency and can be regarded as a standard construction rule or method to follow.
The reliable performance of actual flight tests has demonstrated that the constructed UAV
helicopters are qualified enough to serve as the experimental platforms.
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Figure 2.29: Input signals in BabyLion’s flight test.
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Figure 2.30: Output signals in BabyLion’s flight test.
Chapter 3
Software System Design and
Implementation
In the previous chapter, we have proposed a universal design methodology and successfully
constructed multiple UAV helicopters as the platforms for our research purposes. To ensure
all of the hardware components belonging to a UAV helicopter work harmoniously and effi-
ciently, we need to develop a comprehensive software system which includes the onboard and
ground station parts to complete multiple key functionalities including: (1) implementing
basic input-output control laws; (2) management of device operation; (3) task scheduling;
(4) decision making; and (5) flight event disposal.
In this chapter, we detail the design and implementation of our self-developed software
system. To be specific, Section 3.1 focuses on the onboard software system, in which the
software framework, the task management scheme and the implementation of automatic
control algorithms are introduced sequentially with necessary source codes. Section 3.2
covers the framework and implementation of the ground station software, and the graphical
user interface and 3D view development. Section 3.3 addresses a variety of practical issues
involved in the process of software development together with some actual flight test results.
Finally, in Section 3.4, we draw some concluding remarks.
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3.1 Onboard Software System
The onboard software system is developed based on a famous real-time operating system
(RTOS), named QNX Neutrino, which provides reliable support for high precision timer and
synchronization operation. A framework of multiple threads is employed for the onboard
system to perform multiple tasks, i.e., to operate hardware like the INS/GPS, data acquisi-
tion board and servo system, to log all kinds of data in flying process, to communicate with
the ground station, to carry out the hardware-in-the-loop simulation, and to implement
automatic control algorithms. Each thread performs one specific task. A task management
scheme has been proposed and implemented for the scheduling and execution of created
multiple threads. In such scheme, a specific time table for both software and hardware
processing is designed and evaluated. To implement automatic control, a behavior-based
architecture is employed. In such architecture, the operation of the helicopter is organized
in a variety of behaviors. A hierarchical and componential structure is used to execute these
behaviors and to integrate multiple control algorithms.
3.1.1 Framework of Onboard Software System
The framework of the onboard software system is depicted in Fig. 3.1. The software part
consists of several blocks, each of them is designed for a specific device and task. The IMU
block interacts with the navigation sensor, i.e., INS/GPS, retrieves its measurement data
which include positions (latitude, longitude and altitude), velocities, attitude, angular rates,
acceleration and magnetic field. The IMU works at a frequency up to 100 Hz, which means
that the measured data are read at a cycle of 10 ms. The DAQ block is to read additional
information from the data acquisition board, such as the rotating speed of the main rotor,
the liquid level of the fuel box. The CTL block is to implement automatic flight control laws.
This is the only block that does not interact with hardware, but with the IMU block and the
SVO block. During flight tests, it reads the state of the helicopter from global shared data
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Figure 3.1: Framework of the onboard system of the UAV helicopter.
from the IMU and performs calculation of control algorithm to generate automatic control
signals that drive the servo motors. The upper level tasks such as navigation, task scheduling
and plan interpretation can also be integrated into this block. The SVO block is the servo
driving system, which is to drive the UAV helicopter’s four servos, including aileron servo
(roll control), elevator servo (pitch control), collective pitch servo (collective control) and
rudder servo (yaw control). The CMM block is for communications between the onboard
system and the ground station terminal. A duplex wireless board of bandwidth 115200 bit
per second is used to download in-flight data of helicopter and upload user commands. The
DLG block performs data logging, which is usually considered as a background task saving
all data including measurements and inner states during operations. A 256 MB compact
flash card is employed as the storage media for the onboard system. We do not choose
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hard disk because of its size and its vulnerability against vibration which is unavoidable
on the helicopter. The main block is to manage all tasks. Mechanism of its management
and scheduling will be discussed in detail in the next subsection. Exchange of data between
blocks is accomplished by a global shared data scheme, in which all data are centralized.
3.1.2 Task Management
The task management of all blocks is implemented using the QNX Neutrino real-time oper-
ating system, which supports timers of high-frequency up to a nanosecond level and provides
a variety of system functions for synchronization [40], [58]. These characteristics are crucial
for implementing automatic control laws that require fast responses. A scheme of multiple
threads is employed to implement these tasks. Every task is performed in a separate thread,
called task thread. They are periodically activated at a pre-set rate. In every period, these
task threads are scheduled to run in a designed order through a mechanism of synchroniza-
tion. The mechanism prevents the main thread and other threads from blocking each other.
Processing times for different tasks are different. A scheduling table for both software and
hardware processing is designed based on the statistics of test data. Task scheduling is
performed in the main thread. At every period, the main thread sends pulse messages to
all task threads one after another. The pulse message acts as activating signal for the task






wait for timer signal
read user command
if command is for exit, exit loop
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send an activating pulse to task thread 1
wait some time for task 1 accomplishment
send an activating pulse to task thread 2
wait some time for task 2 accomplishment
· · ·
send an activating pulse to task thread n,
wait some time for task n accomplishment
}
send an exit pulse to task thread 1,
send an exit pulse to task thread 2,
· · ·




wait for a pulse
if pulse is for exit, exit loop
do work
· · ·
set notification of accomplishment
}
exit task thread
A timer is used to schedule the execution process of the main program. The timer emits a
pulse signal at every specific period to activate task processing. The main program contains
a waiting and processing loop. In the loop, the main program waits for a pulse signal from
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the timer. It keeps idle until a timer signal is captured. Once the signal is captured, the
user command is read and executed. The loop will be terminated if an exit command is
received. The main function of every cycle is to send activating pulses to task threads in a
pre-scheduled order. After all the scheduled task threads are executed, the program returns
to the loop and waits for the next timed pulse signal. The frequency used in our system
is about 20 ms per cycle. When an exit command arrives to terminate the loop, the main
program will send exit pulses to every task thread scheduled. The executions of task threads
are carried out in a similar fashion. In the entrance of a task thread loop, it waits for a
pulse signal from the main program. Once an execution signal is received, all subsequent
steps scheduled in the thread are then executed. The loop is terminated when an exit pulse
is received from the main thread. After the thread is successfully processed, a notification
signal will be sent to the main program loop. The main program then proceeds to process
the next task thread. The waiting scheme for each task thread gives the thread exclusive
occupation of the CPU resource and prevents the main program from terminating the thread
when it is running. The QNX library of threads, messages and synchronization are used
to implement the task management of our system. Table 3.1 lists various functions [58]
used in the program. The overall management of these task threads is described in Fig. 3.2.
The execution structure is like a lotus. Each single node stands for a task thread. The
center part stands for the main thread. Solid arrows in the figure stand for the task thread
activation or notification of accomplishment and indicate the exchanges of the processes.
Dotted round arrows in the center of the task nodes denote the direction of processing.
Along the processing direction of main thread, task threads are activated one after another.
The execution order is designed using common senses. Tasks such as the IMU and DAQ
threads, which are to retrieve measurement data used for implementation of automatic flight
control laws, are placed at the beginning of the sequence. They are followed by the CTL
thread for automatic flight control, which involves in manipulating control algorithms and
generating control signals for the servo part. After that is the servo driving task thread.
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Table 3.1: QNX Run-Time Functions
Function Description
Pthread create create a new thread
pthread mutex lock lock a mutex object
pthread mutex unlock unlock a mutex object
pthread cond signal signal a condition variable and unblock threads waiting for it
pthread cond wait wait for a condition variable and block the calling thread on it
timer create create a timer
timer settime set property of a timer (starting time, repeating interval,)
MsgSendPulse send a pulse to a channel
MsgReceivePulse receive a pulse from a channel
TimerTimeout set expiration time for waiting function
The communication and data log task threads are scheduled at the end of the sequence
to respectively transfer and save the in-flight data and information of the helicopter. The
implementation detail of activation and notification is depicted in the diagram on the right
hand side of Fig. 3.2. The activation is implemented by a pair of messages (send/receive
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Figure 3.2: The management of the main thread and the task threads.
In every cycle, each thread needs a period of time to process its task. Different threads
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need different time durations for processing both software and hardware tasks. In our
system, the inertial measurement unit is operated through a serial port. It takes about 10
ms to process a command requesting for data and to send the requested data back. The
servo task thread has similar operations. Positions of servos need to be read every turn. It
takes about 8 ms to process requesting commands. For these threads, the read operation in
software has to wait for a period of time to get the response from the corresponding hardware
device after the requesting command is sent. The data acquisition task thread collects data
through the data acquisition board, which sends data back immediately. The control thread
is a pure calculation task. Time consumption for processing such a thread depends on the
complexity of control algorithms and the speed of the CPU. For the communication thread,
time consumption depends on the data flux to the ground station and the bandwidth of
the wireless modem. As mentioned earlier, the maximum bandwidth of the wireless modem
installed is 115200 bit per second, i.e., it takes about one second to transfer 14 kilo bytes of
data. The wireless modem is relatively a slow processing device that cannot afford massive
data transferring. Considering its capacity, the communication thread transfers data to the
ground station about once every fifty cycles, i.e., once per second. The time consumption of
the data logging thread depends on the size of data to be saved and the speed of the storage
device used. To improve efficiency, the data logging task thread is scheduled to store data
while they are piled up to a certain volume. In our system, the in-flight data of the UAV
helicopter are stored once every fifty cycles, the same as the communication thread.
Fig. 3.3 gives an illustration of the time scheduling for both software and hardware
processing in our system. The processing cycle is set to 20 ms. The stack on the left describes
software processing in one cycle, which totally consumes about 0.38–4.5 ms. Hardware
processing runs in parallel with its software counterpart. As shown in the figure, the inertial
measurement unit and the servos begin to process after their requesting commands are
issued. The software part does not stop and wait for hardware processing. It continues
on processing other tasks scheduled in the sequence. When the requested data are ready,
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they will be read in next cycle. After all the tasks are executed (in about 4.5 ms), a vacant
time block is left in the software, which can be used for additional features developed in
the future. It is also ideal for the overall software system to keep a low working load of the
CPU. The detailed description of software processing is depicted by the stack on the right
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Figure 3.3: Time scheduling for the processing task threads.
3.1.3 Implementation of Automatic Control
With a properly designed automatic controller, the aircraft is able to perform some auto-
matic flight patterns such as lifting, forward or backward flying in a constant velocity, and
flying along a pre-specified trajectory. To perform a complete task, it is needed to combine
a series of these flight patterns or behaviors. For example, a reconnaissance task may be ac-
complished by a series of flight actions such as lifting, flying to the target location, hovering,
photo-taking and returning. A behavior-based architecture is employed to organize various
behaviors or flight patterns in a plan. In the behavior-based architecture, operation of the
unmanned helicopter is composed of behaviors, which form the basic units of the agent
operation. The accomplishment of a task is made up of execution of a series of behaviors.
Plans are established to define the organization of these behaviors. A plan consists of a set
of basic units, which the UAV helicopter needs to perform, and events upon which these
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behaviors are triggered. In short, the plan defines a schedule, which specifies the executing
time and order of a set of behaviors. Interested readers are referred to a recent work [20]
for a more detailed description of the behavior-based architecture.
The behavior-based architecture of our UAV helicopter system is given in Fig. 3.4. It
consists of two parts, the task scheduling block and the control system block. The scheduling
block hosts plans for the helicopter. They are described by diagrams with nodes and lines.
Each node represents a specific behavior or a sub-plan and each line represents an event.
Events trigger switching from one behavior to another. Events can be generated through
the following three sources: (1) the surrounding environment or hardware situation, such
as arisen obstacles, detected targets and hardware fault; (2) the judgment on flight state,
such as the achievement of control objectives; and (3) a user command. The task scheduling
block therefore employs an event-driven mechanism. Based on retrieved information of the
state and environment, it judges what event had happened and what behavior should be
executed in response to the event according to predefined plans. The determined behavior
is dispatched to the control system block and executed. The task scheduling block is a
decision maker or commander, and the control system block is an executor. Actually, the
task scheduling block takes over the role of the human pilot in manned aircraft.
The control system block is for the execution of behaviors, i.e., to drive the UAV he-
licopter to complete certain flight actions specified by the behaviors. Each behavior is
implemented for a particular control mechanism. The overall control system is designed in
a componential and hierarchical structure to integrate multiple control laws and implement
behaviors of different levels. It contains a collection of control components with each com-
ponent being programmed for a specific control law to generate control signals based on
internal information and measurement signals received. The overall control system is thus
implemented with one or a combination of these components.
These control components can be classified into two levels in our design, the inner-
loop and the outer-loop. The inner-loop is designed for attitude control and for driving
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Figure 3.4: Behavior-based architecture.
the helicopter to a steady state. The outer-loop is for navigation, e.g., to guide the UAV
helicopter flying to a specific target location in a desired orientation or along a designated
trajectory. Multiple components are allowed in each level to implement different control
laws and to perform one control task with different parameters and performance in different
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situations or for different purposes. In our system, there is more than one component in
both the inner-loop level and the outer-loop level. Some behaviors have to be performed
by executing multiple components. Usually, the execution of the outer-loop components
requires the cooperation of the inner-loop components.
However, it should be noted that the proposed behavior-based architecture is different
from the traditional behavior-based architecture [23], [45], [59], which was originally pro-
posed for robotic systems. In the traditional setting, the behaviors are considered as integral
control. In this chapter, the behavior is much like a concept standing for an action, a kind
of operation of an agent, and the control system is considered as a pure behavior executor
although it can be hierarchical as well. Another note is that the scheduler is clearly sepa-
rated from the control system rather than being one higher level in the control system as
the sequencer in the traditional behavior-based architectures.
As a practical example, Fig. 3.4 shows the structure of the control system we developed
for our UAV helicopter. Three different types of control laws are implemented for the
inner-loop including state feedback control, state feedback control with feed-forward and
composite nonlinear feedback (CNF) control. They are implemented in components labeled
A1, A2 and A3. In the outer-loop level, three components labeled B1, B2 and B3 are
respectively designed to execute different operations, position and direction holding, height
keeping and trajectory tracking. The outer-loop components need to work together with the
inner-loop components. When the outer-loop is activated, it does not send control signals
directly to the servo system. Instead, it generates a set of control settings or parameters for
the inner-loop components. Descriptions of these components including their functions and
parameters are listed in Table 3.2.
The control law design is based on the identified linearized model at hovering condition
for HeLion, which will be soon described in detail in Chapter 4. For the convenience of
understanding, some notations are addressed here in advance. To be specific, in Table 3.2,
u = [δlat, δlon, δcol, δped]′ contains the control inputs for aileron, elevator, collective pitch and
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Table 3.2: Control Components
ID Function Description Parameter
A1 u = Fx, x = xreal − xc state feedback xc
A2 u = Fx+ Gr state feedback with feed forward r
A3 u = Fx+ Gr+ ρB
′
P (x−Hr) CNF control r
B1 Vnc = k(X −Xc), position and direction holding Xc, ψc
r = kψ(ψ − ψc)
B2 w = kz(z − zc) height keeping zc
B3 Vnc = k(X −Xc(t)), trajectory tracking Xc(t), ψc(t)
r = kψ(ψ − ψc(t))
rudder, respectively. x = [u, v, p, q, φ, θ, as, bs, w, r, rfb]′ is a collection of dynamical state
variables of the helicopter identified in modeling process and controller design [10], [50], [49].
u, v and w are, respectively, the velocity of the helicopter along the coordinate axes of its
body frame. φ, θ and ψ are, respectively, the roll, pitch and heading angles of the helicopter
with respect to the North-East-Down (NED) frame. Likewise, p, q and r are the roll, pitch
and yaw rates of the helicopter along the axes of the body frame. Finally, as and bs are
longitudinal and lateral flapping angles of main rotor, and rfb is an the feedback of yaw rate
gyro. The identified model is verified by actual flight data collected from flight tests [10].
The component A1 is for a state feedback control law, in which F is a static state feedback
gain matrix. A2 implements a feedback control law with a feed-forward term, in which G
is the feed-forward gain matrix, and the vector r = [uc, vc, wc, rc]′ contains a number of
parameters representing the target reference for the inner-loop components. A3 is created
for the CNF control [13], [32], in which B is the identified input matrix of the helicopter
model. P and H are designed constant matrices and ρ a nonlinear function matrix. The
function of B1 is to hold the helicopter at a desired position with a desired direction, in
which X = [x, y, z]′ denotes the position of the helicopter and the subscript ’c’ indicates the
reference (objective) value, and furthermore, Vnc = [unc, vnc, wnc]′ is the reference velocity
of the helicopter with respect to the NED frame. The outer-loop control laws are normally
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designed using dynamic inversion technique and rather simpler as compared to the inner-
loop. B2 is to implement height keeping for general cruising, where z is the negative of the
actual height of the aircraft. B3 is for trajectory tracking. A trajectory is represented by
Xc(t) and ψc(t) where Xc is the expected position and ψc the expected heading angle. The
control function of B3 is almost the same as that of B1 except that the former is dynamic
whereas the latter is static. We also note that the outputs of the outer-loop components are
transformed into target reference parameters for the inner-loop components. For example,
the output of B1 is the velocity Vnc and the yaw rate rc. Vnc can be easily transformed to the
body frame. Then, the values of the velocity in the body frame and the yaw rate are assigned
as the reference parameters r and trim-value vector xc for the inner-loop components.
Behaviors of the helicopter are executed through the combination of these components.
Table 3.3 shows a list of some behaviors implemented in our system. The behavior is
implemented by combining activated components with necessary parameters. For example,
the hovering behavior (H1) is to keep the UAV helicopter in a hovering state, which is
implemented by combining components B1 and A1. The outer-loop control is employed to
hold the helicopter steady in a specific position. The target position Xc and heading angle
ψc are the parameters of H1, which drives B1 and which in turn generates a reference state
for A1. The behaviors for lifting and descending (H2 and H3) can be implemented by a
single inner-loop component A2 by setting either lifting or descending velocity parameter w.
Three height-keeping flying behaviors (H4-H6) are implemented by the combining B2 and
A2. The outer-loop component B2 is to keep the flight height. The inner-loop component
A2 is to control the forward velocity, lateral velocity and yaw rate. The trajectory tracking
behavior (H7) is implemented by components B3 and A2. The interactions between the
inner- and the outer-loop components are through parameters such as {u, v, w, r}. For
example, a circle flight behavior can be implemented by combining (B2, A3) or (B2, A1).
Some behaviors are homological, such as lifting (H2) and descending (H3), straight flight
(H4), circle flight (H5) and free flight (H6).
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Table 3.3: Behaviors
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B3, A2 B3 : Xc(t), ψc(t)
A detailed diagram of mechanism of the behavior execution is presented in Fig. 3.5.
Two types of behaviors are given for illustration. The first behavior H1 is a hovering action
implemented by two levels of control by components A1 and B1. A1 is a state feedback
control component upon an equilibrium point referred as xc, and B1 uses an outer-loop
feedback control to control the position and heading angle. The behavior is first translated
into an activation list, which contains the activation state of all necessary components
and parameters. The first column in the list in Fig. 3.5 indicates the activation state of
each component, 1 for on and 0 for off. Parameters for each component are listed in the
second column. For inactive components, parameters are set to zero. Parameter for A1
is the reference state. The values of u∗, v∗, w∗ and r∗ are determined by the upper-level
component B1. The activation list then is implemented as the middle part of Fig. 3.5 shown.
Grayed components represent for inactive ones. Active components A1 and B1 cooperatively
implement the overall control action. The output of B1 dynamically set the parameter for
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Figure 3.5: Diagram of behavior execution.
the lower-level component A1. The superscript ’+’ indicates parameter directly inherited
from behavior parameter. The superscript ’∗’ indicates parameters determined by the upper-
level component. Control laws of B1 and A1 are given in the right hand side of the figure.
The outer-loop control (B1) performs position and heading angle feedback. The position
error is turned to velocity in the ground frame and transformed into values in the body
frame. The error of the heading angle is transformed into yaw rate. The obtained velocity
and yaw rate are then used by the inner-loop control (A1) as the target reference. The
behavior H6, in the second portion of the figure, is to perform a height-keeping flight with
a specific forward velocity uc, a lateral velocity vc, a yaw rate rc and a flight height hc. It is
translated to an activation list in which A2 and B2 are set to be active. Parameters uc, vc
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and rc are directly sent to the lower-level component A2 and hc is passed to the higher-level
component B2. The parameter wc for A2 is dynamically determined by B2. Control laws
of A2 and B2 are highlighted in the figure as well. A2 performs a state feedback control
action with a feed-forward term. B2 performs a negative feedback using the error between
the actual height of the aircraft and the target reference.
Lastly, we note that all of control implementations presented above reside in control task
thread (CTL) in the software framework. Like other task threads, it is called to perform
task scheduling, behavior execution and control law calculation in every processing cycle.
In each cycle, the program is executed as in the following.
stage 1: look up plan
check all events linked to current node
if any event occurs return corresponding behavior and parameters
else return null
stage 2: translate behavior to activation list
if behavior equals H1, set flag A1 and flag B1 on, set corresponding parameters
else if behavior equals H2, set flag A2 on, set corresponding parameters
else if behavior equals H3, · · ·
· · ·
else do nothing; //behavior is null, doing nothing on
//flag and parameters, keep current control
stage 3: execute behavior
if flag B3 is on, run B3 function
if flag B2 is on, run B2 function
if flag B1 is on, run B1 function
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if flag A3 is on, run A3 function
if flag A2 is on, run A2 function
if flag A1 is on, run A1 function
In the first stage, it looks up the plan, and checks events linked to the current node,
as display in the diagram. Occurrence of event is judged on information retrieved from
GPS sensor, camera, etc. If a certain event occurs, it will return a corresponding behavior
triggered by this event. Otherwise, no action is taken. In the second stage, the behavior
is translated into a corresponding activation list with necessary parameters. The activation
state is controlled by flags for control components. For example, the behavior H1 activates
the flag A1 and flag B1 to be turned on. If no behavior is generated from the previous
stage, no action will be taken on flags and parameters, which means that the system is
performing the current control function. In the third stage, the program enters a series
of control component executions. Functions of the control components are run or skipped
according to the states of their flags.
3.2 Ground Station Software
The ground station plays a role as a terminal for end users to monitor and command the
UAV helicopter through the wireless communication channel. In the flight tests, data of
the UAV helicopter are transferred from the onboard system to the ground station and
displayed. The task of the ground station is to provide a friendly and realistic interface for
users to monitor the process of the flight tests. Different methods of data visualization are
to be implemented. In this section, we introduce the framework for developing the ground
station software system. We particularly highlight the development of a 3D view interface,
which is capable of transforming the data received from the helicopter into a realistic 3D
view on the ground station.
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The framework of the ground station software system is depicted in Fig. 3.6, which has
two layers, i.e., the background layer and the foreground layer. Data transferring runs in
background. This layer collaborates with the onboard system (i.e., the CMM task thread)
through a wireless channel, receiving data from and sending commands to the onboard
system. Two separate threads are created for the receiving and sending actions, respectively.
In the program, the receiver thread keeps reading the serial port connected to the wireless
device and adding received data to shared global storage once they are received. The sender
thread keeps waiting for user’s commands and writing it to the serial port once a command
is captured. The read/write operation upon serial port collaborates with corresponding
write/read operation on the onboard system. The shared global data are the media between
the background layer and the foreground layer. The global data are dynamically updated.
The foreground layer consists of a variety of views displaying the in-flight data. Four kinds
of views have been developed in our system up to now, i.e., the state view, curve view, 3D
view and command view. The state view shows basic states of the helicopter in a manner
of a list of texts. The curve view shows in-flight data in 2D coordination graphs, in which
data are generally displayed as a function of time. The 3D view is to reconstruct the actual
motion of the helicopter in a more realistic 3D style.
The ground station software system is run on a laptop with the Windows XP Profes-
sional. Such a commercial operating system provides strong support for the development
of user interfaces and many developing tools. Visual C++ 6.0 is employed to develop the
ground station software system. In this version, document-view structure based on the MFC
(Microsoft Foundation Class) library is recommended by Microsoft for application oriented
development [41]. Our framework uses a similar structure as the MFC. The global shared
data are hosted in a document class, in which a variety of methods for data operation and
visiting are integrated. This document class is the kernel of the program, which links all
communication threads and functions of the multiple displaying views. The communication
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Figure 3.6: Framework of the ground station software system.
windows of document contents, periodically visit the contents of the document and update





(pass pointer to this document to threads as parameter)
create views





get pointer to next view
if the pointer is null(end), exit loop
call the updating function (onupdate) of that view
}
onusercommand
get the user command string inputted by user
parse the command
storage the translated command code and parameter
view class
onupdate
get the pointer pointing to the document
get new data in the document
draw view according to the new data
communication thread 1 (receiver)
loop {
read serial port for communications
if new data received {




communication thread 2 (sender)
loop {
look up to the document if new command captured
if there is new command {
translate command and parameter in telegraph
write telegraph to communication serial port
}
}
The document class has three main member functions. The init function is called to
initialize the document and create threads, views and updating timer. When threads and
views are created, a pointer of the document is passed to them to link them together. The
document itself keeps an array of pointers to these views as well. The timer is finally created
to send updating signals periodically. The timer message is handled by the member function
ontimer. In every cycle when the timer message is captured, the ontimer function searches
all views linked to the document and call their updating functions (onupdate) one by one.
onusercommand is the user command handling function that is integrated in the document
class. Once the user input a command through some interface items such as a menu or
an edit control box, this member function is called. It first gets the string the user has
inputted, then parses and translates it in an internal representation carrying command code
and parameters. The translated code and parameters are then put in the document to be
sent to the onboard system by the communication thread. Views are defined in the view
classes with respective types. A common method is used to define all view classes. The
onupdate member function is called every time when the data displays need to be updated,
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mostly when new data are added to the document. In onupdate, it first gets the pointer
pointing to a document, and visits the content of the document. A drawing function is then
called to display new data. The communication threads keep working in a receiving and
sending loop, in which the receiver thread keeps reading from the communication serial port
and adding data in the document once received, and the sender thread keeps looking up to
the document to check if there is any new user command. Once a new command found,
it translates the command into a telegraph and writes the telegraph to the communication
serial port.
Figure 3.7: User interface of the ground station software system.
Fig. 3.7 is a demonstration of the ground station user interface. The main window
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contains a number of child windows to display the in-flight data received from the helicopter.
The left hand side of the window is the state view. It consists of two columns, the left column
listing the state variables including the position, velocity, attitude, angular rate, acceleration,
servo position, etc., and the second column displays the values of the corresponding variables.
The bottom part is a command view. An input bar is placed at the bottom of the command
view. Users can issue commands to the UAV through this panel. The upper part of the
command view panel is an area listing packages received. They are pushed up to down as
new packages arrive. The main part is made up of a number of curve views and a 3D view.
These curve views display selected variable(s) as a function of time. The 3D view shows the
3D model of the helicopter together with the environment model to realistically simulate
the actual motion of the helicopter in the sky. It also provides some additional features for
users to adjust the viewing point and viewing range, allowing users to get virtual visions
such as from a far distance or a position in the sky. As the 3D view is an innovative feature
requires relatively advanced and complicated programming tools, we briefly highlight its
design procedure in the following subsection.
3.2.1 3D View Development
The 3D virtual view of the helicopter is very useful when the UAV helicopter flies beyond
the visible range of users in the ground station. It provides users the realistic knowledge
of the helicopter status. Such a requirement is common for unmanned vehicles to perform
practical tasks. The development of the 3D view on our ground station is done in three
stages. In the first stage, the 3D models of helicopter and ground environment are created
using a toolkit called 3ds max. In the second stage, OpenGL programs are developed to
apply kinematical transformations upon these models. Finally, we integrate the 3D view
into the overall ground station software system.
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Model development
A 3D object is represented by a set of vertices and a series of polygons depicting its shape.
Each vertex is described by a triple of float numbers representing its position. Each polygon
is described by a series of vertices representing its boundary points. Although a 3D object
can be constructed in a statement by statement fashion to create required vertices and faces,
it will need a large amount of codes if the model is complicated or needs fine drawing.
In our work, both the helicopter and environment are implemented by 3D models. These
models are developed oﬄine using the 3ds max toolkit and stored to 3ds files preceding
OpenGL drawing. In the program, vertices and polygons are loaded from these files to
construct models of the helicopter and the surrounding environment. Fig. 3.8 shows the
sample models in the development workspace. The left-hand part of the figure is the 3D
model of the helicopter, which is much like the real helicopter used for in HeLion. The right-
hand part is a hemisphere model to imitate the sky part of the surrounding environment.
Figure 3.8: Model development in 3DS Max.
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3D drawing
OpenGL (Open Graphical Library), see [63], [64] for detail, is used to create 3D models. It
provides a rich collection of functions for drawing object based on vertices and polygons. As
mentioned earlier, objects are represented by a set of vertices and polygons. The drawing of
an object is accomplished by going through all its vertices and polygons. The framework of
3D drawing is depicted in Fig. 3.9, which illustrates how the 3D models created oﬄine, data
of the helicopter state and view operations from users are integrated. Both the helicopter
and the environment models are loaded from pre-created files. Real-time data required for
the helicopter includes positions and attitudes transferred from the onboard system. View
operation from users includes moving, rotating, and zooming of the virtual 3D view.
Figure 3.9: OpenGL drawing.
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3D view
The 3D view is lastly encapsulated in a class in C++ program. It is attached with global
data, in which the in-flight data of the UAV helicopter are stored. To dynamically simulate
the motion of the helicopter, the view is updated with a rate of 10 Hz. In every cycle,
newest values of the helicopter state are read from the global data pool and the content of
the 3D view is repainted accordingly. The periodical update is scheduled in the program
by a timer, which is created in the initialization stage of the 3D view. In the end of each




double pos[3] = { data[1], data[2], data[3] }; //position
double att[3] = { data[7], data[8], data[9] }; //attitude
angle += rate*period/1000; //incremental rotor angle
SetPositionAttitudeRotor(pos, att, angle); //calculate transformation
GLDraw(); //redraw
}
The OnUpdate function is a member of the 3D view class CTDView, which is called
whenever a timer message is captured. The front two lines get the position and attitude from
the global data pool, which is updated from time to time as the flight test progresses. The
angle of the rotor is added by an incremental value every period to give an effect of rotating.
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Then the member function SetPosiitonAttitudeRotor is called to assign these states to the
3D view. This function is to calculate transformation matrices and apply them to the 3D
objects as described in the previous subsection. The GLDraw member function is finally
called to redraw the content of the 3D view.
Finally, the appearance of 3D view is illustrated in Fig. 3.10. Pictures are captured
when the ground station software system is running. Some virtual views obtained from
different viewing points are listed in left and right columns in the figure.
Figure 3.10: The 3D view of the UAV helicopter.
3.3 Software Evaluation and Test Results
In this section, we present the evaluation and actual test results of the overall software
system developed together with some test flight results of the actual UAV helicopter.
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3.3.1 Evaluation of Working Load of the Software System
We have performed a thorough test on the developed software system. Working load of
the onboard system is evaluated by running multiple tasks on the onboard computer. To
evaluate the working load of task threads, we record the time used by task threads in every
cycle in log file. Fig. 3.11 shows a graph of time consumption profiles by task threads with
data being recorded from an actual test flight. We note that the communication task is
scheduled to transfer data once per second due to the bandwidth limitation of the wireless
communications. The data logging thread is also operated at a slower pace as it generally
requires a large amount of the CPU consumption time.
Figure 3.11: Time consumption by task threads.
The time consumptions of all task threads are summed up in Fig. cs-f-timeconsumptionall
as the time consumption of the main thread. The usage rate of the onboard CPU can be
calculated as the ratio of the total time consumption and the length of period, which is 20
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ms used in the actual test. From the result shown in Fig. 3.12, we can determine that the
lowest usage rate of the CPU is about
usagemin = τmin/T = 0.38/20 = 1.9%
and the highest peak is
usagemax = τmax/T = 4.5/20 = 22.5%
where τmin and τmax stand respectively for the minimum and maximum total time consump-
tions by all threads in one cycle, and T is the period of the cycle. The peak of the CPU
usage rate comes with the large working load of data logging and communications, which
occurs once every 50 cycles, i.e., 1 second. The average time consumption in each cycle is
about 0.52 ms. Thus, the average CPU usage rate is
usageaverage = τaverage/T = 0.52/20 = 2.6%
The low usage rate of the onboard CPU is ideal for guaranteeing the reliability of the overall
software system. To balance working load, the communication and data logging threads have
to be scheduled in a more distributive and efficient way. Some optimization technique might
be utilized to yield a more efficient and optimal management of the system.
3.3.2 Reliability Improvement
It is evident from the dynamic model of the UAV helicopter constructed through in-flight
data collected from actual flight tests. The UAV helicopter is an open-loop unstable system.
Additional features and measures need be taken to improve the reliability of the software
system and to ensure the safety of helicopter in the situation when the automatic control
system implemented is malfunctioned. In this subsection, we present some solutions for such
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Figure 3.12: Total time consumption of the main thread.
a situation.
Emergency handling and black box data saving
This additional safety measure is a result that we learned from a serious crash of our UAV
helicopter. There are many sources that would cause failures in the UAV control system,
which includes drastic changes in environment, hardware failure, GPS disorder and problems
in control system design and software implementation. A mechanism for handling emergency
situations is built in the onboard software system. At every cycle, before applying control
action, the control task thread checks all data received from the IMU and other devices.
Once any abnormality is observed, the emergency control function is called up immediately
to alert the technical people on the ground, which might give enough time for the ground
pilot to switch the UAV system from the automatic control mode to that under manual
control.
It is also very important to keep logged data as much as possible on emergency situations
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as they can be used to identify problems that cause the incidents. However, in an exceptional
occasion when a crash occurs, all tasks run onboard including data logging are terminated
unexpectedly. In a normal operation, the data logging file is opened at the beginning of a
flight test, and is amended with in-flight data during the test, and finally closed and saved at
the end of the test. In an abnormal situation, the data logging file is likely to be corrupted,
resulted in losing all data. If the process is interrupted, the whole file will be damaged. A
mechanism similar to the black box in commercial aircraft is implemented to keep saving




1st time (the first 50 cycles)
open logging file in writing and appending mode
write 1st pack of data to logging file
close logging file
2nd time (the next 50 cycles)
open logging file in writing and appending mode




open logging file in writing and appending mode
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As illustrated in the program above, the new feature enables the data logging process
to complete data writing and saving in every 50 cycles, i.e., about 1 second. If an accident
occurs, all data saved before it will remain safe and can be used for analyzing the accident.
Hardware-in-the-loop simulation
Although the control laws have to be verified by intensive simulation in MATLAB and
SIMULINK oﬄine on the ground station, it is still possible to have problems in the process
of software implementation, both in hardware and software sides. As such, intensive testing
and simulation, especially with the actual UAV hardware in the simulation loop, is an
effective way to detect and prevent unnecessary malfunctions of hardware, software and
automatic flight control systems. Hardware-in-the-loop simulation is a real-time simulation
method or framework, in which the UAV platform is reacting the same way as it in the real
experiment. Using such a method, we can effectively evaluate the reliability of the overall
UAV system.
The proposed hardware-in-the-loop simulation scheme consists of the following four
modules: (1) an onboard hardware module that activates helicopter servo actuators and
output sensors; (2) a flight control module for executing automatic control algorithms; (3)
a ground station module for generating the task commands and monitoring the helicopter
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through the data view and 3D view interfaces; and (4) a software module for integrating
all the previous three modules to perform the real-time hardware-in-the-loop simulation.
Compared with the actual flight tests, the major difference exists in module (4): in the
framework shown in Fig. 3.1, the IMU block is replaced with a newly developed software
block, named SIM, which is applied to simulate the helicopter’s aerodynamics. The linear
or nonlinear dynamic model used for simulation purpose will be addressed in next chapter.
Although it is still an oﬄine simulation, its results are greatly instrumental to the practical
control accuracy and maneuvering feasibility.
The hardware-in-the-loop simulation has been carried out for each of our conducted
flight control law design. Here we intentionally choose an example to show that the proposed
hardware-in-the-loop simulation scheme is effective in predicting potential dangers in the real
flight test. Shown in Fig. 3.13 is a multi-UAV-based leader-follower trajectory in horizontal
plane simulated by our hardware-in-the-loop simulation system. In this experiment, the
follower is required to maintain a constant distance of 7 m away with the same heading
angle. Because of the improperly designed leader trajectory, the follower has to experience
a very fast turning period (180 degree heading change in 2 s), which is quite dangerous for
the actual UAV helicopter. With this prediction in mind, an actual flight test is conducted
for the purpose of examining the actual flight performance and shown in Fig. 3.14. Note
that during the fasting turning process, the UAV helicopter has in fact become unstable
after the coordinate point (21 m, 20 m). The trajectory shown after this critical point is
actually the flight motions controlled by a pilot. Although the experiment is unsuccessful
in this test, a serious accident has been avoided successfully due to the precaution given by
the hardware-in-the-loop simulation scheme.
3.3.3 Actual Flight Test
We have performed flight tests such as hovering, forward flight, trajectory tracking and
scheduled flight. We present in this subsection the test result of a scheduled flight to
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Figure 3.13: Flying trajectories of leader and follower in hardware-in-the-loop simulation.
illustrate how a behavior based plan is designed to accomplish a specific task. Fig. 3.15
shows a test flight path and schedule for which the helicopter is planned to go on a tour
inspecting Points A and B before returning to the starting point O, in which Points A, B
and O form an equilateral triangle. Initially, the helicopter is to be hovering at position
O to wait for further commands from the ground station. It first flies to Point A with a
velocity of 1 m/s once such a command is received. It is then to be hovering at Point A for
30 second before proceeding to Point B and hovering there for another 30 seconds. Finally,
the helicopter is to fly back to the starting point and wait for the next command.
To accomplish such a scheduled flight, a behavior-based plan is designed as given in
Fig. 3.16. For simplicity, we illustrate it in a triangle shape as well. The plan consists
of six nodes with each one standing for a corresponding action of the helicopter, which
is accomplished by specific behavior and parameter. Tables 3.4 and 3.5 list the detailed
illustrations of the nodes and events in the plan.
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0 Ready Hovering (H1)
Position : (xO, yO, zO),
Direction : ψO − random
E6, E1
1 Fly to A Path tracking (H7)
Path : (x(t), y(t), z(t), ψ(t))O→A,
Direction : from O to A
E1, E2
2 Hover at A Hovering
Position : (xA, yA, zA),
Direction : ψA
E2, E3
3 Fly to B Path tracking
Path : (x(t), y(t), z(t), ψ(t))A→B,
Direction : from A to B
E3, E4
4 Hover at B Hovering
Position : (xB, yB, zB),
Direction : ψB
E4, E5
5 Return O Path tracking
Path : (x(t), y(t), z(t), ψ(t))B→O,
Direction : from O to A
E5, E6
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Figure 3.15: Path and schedule of the test flight.
Initially, the helicopter is hovering at Point O, which is achieved by a Hovering behav-
ior with parameters of Point O and with a random direction. The ”Fly to A” action is
triggered by Event E1 (user command). To avoid position drifting caused by wind gusts,
we use a Path Tracking behavior (H7) to implement the directional flight rather than a
Forward Flight (H4). The parameter of Behavior H7 is the reference path for tracking and
(x(t), y(t), z(t), ψ(t))O→A represents the reference path, a straight line from Point O to Point
A. The action ”Hover at A” is scheduled right after the ”Fly to A” action. It is triggered
by the event while Point A is approached. Subsequently, the rest of actions and events are
carried out similarly.
Events are related to flight conditions in the test. Table 3.5 gives the detailed conditions
for each event in the plan. For example, E1 (user command) is judged based on the user
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Figure 3.16: Detailed plan for the scheduled flight.
input. Once the user command “plan” is received, this event is treated to have been occurred.
E2, E4 and E6 are based on the position of the helicopter, in which || · || denotes the usual
2-norm of vectors, while E3 and E5 are judged based on time duration.
The actual flight test results given in Fig.s 3.17 and 3.18 show that both our software
and hardware systems are quite effective and reliable. We note that in the figures x and y
are the displacements of the UAV helicopter in the North and East directions, respectively,
h is the height of the UAV with respect to the ground. We also note that the GPS position
signals we have received have an accuracy of ±3 m.
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Table 3.5: Events
Event Condition Current Action Triggered Action
E1 User command
True if user command
“plan” is captured
0 Ready 1 Fly to A
E2 A approached ||X −XA|| < 2 1 Fly to A 2 Hover at A
E3 Hovering up to
30 seconds
t − t0A > 30 2 Hover at A 3 Fly to B
E4 B approached ||X −XB|| < 2 3 Fly to B 4 Hover at B
E5 Hovering up to
30 seconds
t − t0B > 30 4 Hover at B 5 Return O
E6 O approached ||X −XO|| < 2 5 Return O 0 Ready
3.4 Conclusions
In this chapter, our self-developed software system for the UAV helicopter family has been
presented in detail. As for the onboard part, the multi-thread-based framework has been
applied. A scheme of time allocation has been designed for both software and hardware
together with a behavior-based architecture for implementing the automatic control al-
gorithms. The ground station software has been developed based on a two-layer (i.e.,
data transferring in background and information visualization in foreground) framework.
A unique feature of a 3D monitoring system has also been developed on the ground station
for a more realistic reconstruction of the helicopter movement in the sky. The software sys-
tem has been thoroughly verified through hardware-in-the-loop simulation and actual flight
tests. This software system presented in this chapter can be regarded as a baseline which can
be easily ported to other unmanned aerial or ground vehicles with minimal modifications.
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Figure 3.17: Result of scheduled flight.
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Figure 3.18: Result of scheduled flight in X-Y plane.
Chapter 4
Dynamic Modeling
In this chapter, we present the work on the dynamic modeling of our small-scale UAV
helicopters. To increase the fidelity and application of the developed model, we have se-
quentially implemented a variety of model derivation methods, including: (1) time-domain
system identification; (2) frequency-domain system identification; and (3) first-principles
modeling approach. Among them, the first two methods are for linearized model identifica-
tion, and the third one is for nonlinear model derivation. By conducting and comparing the
different methods, we have successfully obtained high-fidelity linear and nonlinear models
for the purpose of control law design and implementation.
The remaining content of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.1 and Sec-
tion 4.2 focus on time- and frequency-domain system identification methods, respectively.
Both methods consists of four key steps, which will be described in detail later on. The
implementation results of these two system identification methods are also addressed. Sec-
tion 4.3 presents the complete procedure of deriving an implementable nonlinear model
which is suitable for the small-scale UAV helicopters and with minimum complexity, based
on first-principles modeling method. In Section 4.4, we draw some concluding remarks.
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4.1 Time-domain System Identification Modeling
In this section, the implementation of the time-domain system identification method on our
small-scale UAV helicopters is presented in detail. For both time- and frequency-domain,
system identificationmethod consists of four key steps: (1) data collection and preprocessing;
(2) model structure determination; (3) unknown parameter identification; and (4) model
validation. As explained in Chapter 1, time-domain system identification is not the best
suited way to identify linearized model for unstable UAV helicopters. However, the time-
domain identification software, named IDENT, is the only available mature toolkit when
HeLion is constructed. To minimize the time cost, we adopt this toolkit for HeLion.
4.1.1 Data Collection and Preprocessing
Data collection is a state-of-the-art process and with great importance. Without high-quality
data, it could be never possible to identify the dynamic models accurately and reliably. To
ensure the quality of collected flight test data, we sequentially carry out the following three
sub-steps, including: (1) select the input signals; (2) collect flight test data via suitably
conducted experiments; and (3) preprocess the raw dataset.
Select the input signals
Frequency sweep and symmetric doublet are selected as the input signals, for the purposes
of model identification and validation, respectively.
Frequency sweep is a class of control inputs that has a quasi-sinusoidal shape of increas-
ing frequency [69]. One typical frequency-sweep input signal is described by equation 4.1
and visually shown in Fig. 4.1 (figure is from [69]). To persistently excite the linear dynamics
which is dominant within the desired frequency range for the small-scale UAV helicopter,
the issued frequency-sweep signal needs to meet a series of requirements on:
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1. Initial frequency: The initial frequency is required to be as low as possible. Considering
the pilot’s maneuverability, we choose the initial frequency as 0.2 Hz (e.g., 5 second
long period);
2. Highest frequency: The highest frequency for the frequency sweep input is also limited
to avoid introducing unnecessary nonlinearities and structural vibrations. For the
small-scale UAV helicopter, the upper limitation is set as 4 Hz;
3. Frequency-increasing progression: To ensure the low frequency range (0.2 ∼ 0.5 Hz)
is fully excited, the pilot will issue two concatenated long-period ( 5 ∼ 6 sec) input
at the beginning of each perturbation. After that, the input frequency is required to
increase smoothly to the highest threshold value (4 Hz);
4. Amplitude: It is not necessary to keep the amplitude constant during the whole fre-
quency sweep perturbation period. Typically the adjusting range is ±10− 20%. How-
ever, The aerodynamics of the Power-ParaGlider should be guaranteed linear domi-
nantly.
u(t) = aSin(pi(f0+ f(t))t) (4.1)
where t is the time, u(t) is the generated frequency sweep signal with respect to time t, a is
the adjustable amplitude, f0 and f(t) is the initial and time-increasing frequencies in Hz.
Symmetric doublet, which is illustrated in Fig. 4.2 (figure is from [69]), is an easy-to-
issue input signal which could provide a clear visualization of key dynamic characteristics
and model performance [69]. Such signal is commonly used for model validation on both
full- and small-scale helicopters [67,47,15].
Collect flight test data
The overall data collection procedure involves three tasks: (1) ground simulation; (2) data
collection for model identification; and (3) data collection for model validation.
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Figure 4.1: Typical frequency sweep input signal
Figure 4.2: Typical doublet input signal
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1. Ground simulation:
Prior to the real flight tests, the human pilot is required to practice the skill of is-
suing the frequency sweeps via ground simulation test, based on the requirements on
frequency-sweep signal mentioned above. An RC-purpose flight simulation software
is adopted to provide the pilot an observation of the virtual helicopter’s motion. The
frequency-sweep training procedure is iteratively conducted. Both the input and out-
put signals of the simulation are recorded. The input/output data is converted to
frequency-domain using fast Fourier transform (FFT) to examine whether the inter-
ested frequency slot is persistently excited. For the case of HeLion, the pilot is trained
for two weeks till the pilot can freely apply high quality frequency-sweep signal using
the RC joystick.
2. Data collection for model identification:
The data collection experiment for the model identification purpose is then conducted
in an wide and open field. HeLion initially hovers at a point with good eyesight and is
further driven to achieve one of expected trimmed flight conditions which are listed in
Table 4.1. After that, the pilot starts issuing the frequency sweeps in aileron, elevator,
collective pitch and rudder input channels sequentially. Both the inputs and outputs
are recorded by the onboard computer with the sampling frequency of 50 Hz, which is
determined by the aforementioned working frequency of the inertial navigation sensor.
Note that in the actual flight experiments, HeLion unavoidably has responses on off-
axis outputs due to the inherently strong coupling dynamics. Such off-axis responses
can be partially restrained by issuing off-axis input signals which is uncorrelated with
the dominant on-axis input signal. The whole experiment is repeated for four to five
times to ensure that enough qualified data are collected. A visual illustration of one
set of inputs and outputs collected in a rudder channel perturbation experiment is
shown in Fig. 4.3 to 4.7.
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Figure 4.3: Input signals in the yaw channel perturbation experiment.

























Figure 4.4: Position outputs in the yaw channel perturbation experiment.
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Figure 4.5: Velocity outputs in the yaw channel perturbation experiment.




























Figure 4.6: Angular rates in the yaw channel perturbation experiment.
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Figure 4.7: Euler angles in the yaw channel perturbation experiment.
3. Data collection for model validation:
Data collection for model validation purpose is conducted as follows. First, the de-
sired trimmed flight status is achieved. Next, the symmetric doublet input signal is
injected to each of the four input channels. Since doublet signal is much easier to issue
compared with frequency sweeps, only two to three sets of experiments are required
for each channel’s perturbation. Here we wave the demonstration of the experimental
results, which will be shown later in Section 4.1.4.
Preprocess the raw dataset
The raw dataset is required to be preprocessed such that the side effects caused by the non-
zero trimming values, the piloted feedback input, and noises or disturbances are minimized.
For the time-domain dataset, we can only conduct the basic preprocessing including:
1. Data range selection:
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Table 4.1: Trim values for the tested flight conditions
States Hovering Forward 6 m/s Backward 2 m/s Heave 2m/s Side slip 2m/s
u0 (m/s) 0.0330 6.0500 -1.9367 0.1619 0.1976
v0 (m/s) -0.0350 -1.1700 -0.0875 -0.2006 2.3044
w0 (m/s) 0.0840 0.8720 0.1200 -2.1220 -0.3056
p0 (rad/s) -0.0004 -0.0031 0.0021 0.0101 -0.0093
q0 (rad/s) -0.0002 0.0021 0.0034 0.0020 -0.0003
r0 (rad/s) -0.0008 0.0005 -0.0009 0.0045 -0.0164
φ0 (rad) 0.0630 0.0450 0.0710 0.0880 0.0962
θ0 (rad) -0.005 -0.1250 -0.0844 -0.0204 0.0087
δlat0 (-1∼1) -0.0070 0.0025 -0.0121 0.0367 0.0127
δlon0 (-1∼1) 0.0190 0.0678 0.0221 0.0227 0.0310
δcol0 (-1∼1) -0.2879 -0.2762 -0.2810 -0.3275 -0.2234
δped0 (-1∼1) 0.0030 0.0065 0.0005 0.0007 -0.0037
From the recorded raw time-history dataset, we need to pick out the meaningful slots
related to frequency sweep and doublet perturbation. This is easy to realize since
input shapes of frequency sweep and doublet are characteristic.
2. Data detrending:
Conducting data detrending is necessary due to the following two reasons. First,
the aerodynamics is perturbed using frequency sweeps based on the trimmed flight
conditions, which are listed in Table 4.1. For both inputs and output channels, these
trim values take effect as constant bias in the aftermentioned identification process.
As such, they need to be detrended in advance. Secondly, the data collection is piloted
issued with unavoidable trimming or trending shift, which is required to be corrected
such that the fidelity of the identification result is not affected.
3. Data filtering:
As described in Section 2.1.3, the high frequency vibrations caused by the engine,
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main rotor and tail rotor have been greatly reduced by (1) symmetrically mounting
four wire rope isolators and (2) using digital filters in the onboard software system.
However, it may still be possible to include certain vibrational effect in the recorded
data. For this case, the data should be further filtered in this preprocessing step. For
HeLion, we apply one first order low-pass filter with the cut-off frequency with -3 dB
at 10 Hz to both input and output channels. Note that using the identical filter for
both inputs and outputs is compulsory to avoid introducing the extra time-delay.
4.1.2 Model Structure Determination
An eleventh-order state-space model, which is described in equation 4.2, is selected for the
model identification. The physical meanings of the state and input variables are explained
in Table 4.2 and illustrated in Fig. 4.8. Note that the view angle of Fig. 4.8 is not suitable
for showing the tip-path-plane (TPP) [42] and the hub-plane (HP) [42] simultaneously. As
such, the hub-plane is not drawn. This model is a simplified version of the “Hybrid Model”
developed in [69] and initially proposed in [49]. Its three components, including: (1) 6-DOF
rigid-body dynamics; (2) main rotor flapping dynamics; and (3) yaw rate gyro dynamics,
are introduced as follows.
x˙ = Ax+Bu (4.2)
where
x = [ u v p q φ θ as bs w r rfb ]′,
u = [ δlat δlon δcol δped ]′,
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Figure 4.8: Illustration for state and input variables.
Table 4.2: Physical meanings of the state and input variables.
Variable Physical meaning Unit Measurability
u Velocity vector along body-frame x-axis m/s Yes
v Velocity vector along body-frame y-axis m/s Yes
p Roll angular rate rad/s Yes
q Pitch angular rate rad/s Yes
φ Roll angle rad/s Yes
θ Pitch angle rad/s Yes
as Longitudinal tip-path-plane (TPP) flapping angle rad No
bs Lateral TPP flapping angle rad No
w Velocity vector along body-frame z-axis m/s yes
r Yaw angular rate rad/s yes
rfb Yaw rate gyro feedback NA No
δlat Normalized aileron servo input (-1 ∼ 1) NA Yes
δlon Normalized elevator servo input (-1 ∼ 1) NA Yes
δcol Normalized collective pitch servo input (-1 ∼ 1) NA Yes




Xu 0 0 0 0 −g Xas 0 0 0 0
0 Y v 0 0 g 0 0 Ybs 0 0 0
Lu Lv 0 0 0 0 Las Lbs 0 0 0
Mu Mv 0 0 0 0 Mas Mbs 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 −1 0 0 −1/τ Abs 0 0 0
0 0 −1 0 0 0 Bas −1/τ 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Zw Zr 0
0 Nv 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Nr Nrfb





0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
Alat Alon 0 0
Blat Blon 0 0
0 0 Zcol 0
0 0 0 Nped





The 6-DOF rigid-body dynamics is described using the following Newton-Euler equation.

u˙ = (−w0q + v0r) +Xuu− gθ +Xasas
v˙ = (−u0r + w0p) + Yvv + gφ+ Ybsbs
w˙ = (−v0p+ u0q) + Zww + Zrr + Zcolδcol
p˙ = Luu+ Lvv + Lasas + Lbsbs
q˙ = Muu+Mvv +Masas +Mbsbs
r˙ = Nvv +Nrr +Nrfbrfb +Npedδped
(4.3)
whereX(), Y(), Z(), L(),M() andN() are the unknown derivatives which need to be identified,
u0, v0, w0 are the trimmed speed values which can be found in Table 4.1, and g = 9.7807
m/s2 is the acceleration of gravity.
Main rotor flapping dynamics
In the “hybrid model” structure introduced in [29, 68], the main rotor flapping dynamics
is included for model accuracy enhancement. Such dynamics is described by two coupled
first-order equations, which represent the longitudinal and lateral flapping motions of the
tip-path-plane relative to the hub-plane. Fig. 4.9 provides a more straightforward illustration
of this flapping dynamics, compared with Fig. 4.8.
For small-scale helicopters, the main rotor is commonly augmented by a stabilizer bar,
which acts as a secondary rotor with much smaller aerodynamic surface and 90-degree phase
difference to effectively dampen the inputs of aileron and elevator servos (δlat and δlon). Some
successful model identification results such as [16,49] have indicated that the stabilizer-bar
dynamics can be lumped into the bare main rotor dynamics without reducing the model
fidelity. In our work, we follow this method and adopt the following main rotor flapping
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Figure 4.9: An illustration of the main rotor flapping motion.
dynamics {
a˙s = −q − asτ + Absbs + Alatδlat + Alonδlon
b˙s = −p− bsτ + Basas + Blatδlat +Blonδlon
(4.4)
where Abs and Bas are coupled rotor flapping derivatives, ()lat and ()lon are control deriva-
tives of aileron and elevator servos respectively, and τ is the effective rotor time constant in
which the existence of the stabilizer bar is included.
Yaw rate gyro dynamics
The recently developed RC-purpose helicopters are commonly equipped with a yaw rate
gyro to facilitate pilot to control the yaw rate and heading angle. In the selected model
structure [47], an arbitrary yaw rate gyro dynamics with poor physical meaning is adopted
and proved applicable. Without considering the off-axis coupling terms related to variable
set {v, p, w, δcol}, the yaw channel dynamics is represented in equation 4.5.
{
r˙ = Nrr +Nrfbrfb +Npedδped
˙rfb = Krr+Krfbrfb
(4.5)
where ()r, ()rfb and ()ped are the unknown derivatives.
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4.1.3 Unknown Parameter Identification
The model identification is conducted using IDENT time-domain identification toolkit [44]
integrated in MATLAB. The prediction error method (PEM) is adopted as the identification
algorithm. As shown in equation 4.2, the proposed linearized model contains up to 28
unknown parameters. Identifying all of the parameters at one time is greatly challenging or
even impossible. As such, we depart the identification process into five sub steps, following
the idea introduced in [47]. Each step is iterated till the converged and reliable result is
obtained. Furthermore the result obtained in the current sub step is set as the initial values
for the following identification procedure.
1. Roll and pitch angular rate dynamics: Roll and pitch angular rate dynamics is tightly
coupled with the rotor flapping dynamics. Due to the inherent stability, the relative
parameters can quickly converge to the reliable values. The key parameters identified
in this step include: Las, Lbs , Mas , Mbs , τ , Abs, Bas , Alat, Alon, Blat and Blon. Note
that the identified result is adopted as the initial values for translational-dynamics
identification in the next sub step.
2. Translational dynamics: Translational dynamics identification is the most challenging
part in the overall identification process because the involved phugoid type modes
are difficult to be identified accurately. The time-history data collected in the initial
five-second-long periods are mainly used for the identification of the translational
dynamics. The key parameters identified in this sub step are: Xu, Yv , Mu, Mv , Lu
and Lv.
3. Heave dynamics: Heave dynamics identification involves less parameters and is easy
to conduct. The inherent stability ensures the two key parameters Zw and Zcol quickly
converge to the physically meaningful values.
4. Yaw angular rate dynamics: Since the arbitrary yaw angular rate dynamics is applied,
the identified parameters are with poor physical meanings. However, the stability of
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the yaw angular rate dynamics guarantees that the converged results can be obtained.
The dominant parameters for this sub step are Nr, Nrfb, Kr, Krfb, and Nped.
5. Overall state-space model identification: Finally we conduct the identification for the
overall state-space model. The remaining parameters related to the off-axis dynam-
ics are identified in this sub step, based on the newly included off-axis time-history
responses. Furthermore, the on-axis results which have been already identified in
preceeding four sub steps are also tuned to further improve their accuracy.
This identification procedure is implementable to all of the flight conditions listed in
Table 4.1. The finally identified results of the linearized models are listed in Table 4.3 for
easy reference and comparison.
4.1.4 Model Validation
The fidelity of the identified linearized models is verified by comparing the practical outputs
recorded in the experiment and the simulation outputs generated by the identified model,
based on the identical doublet input signal. The agreements for all of the identified models
are with the same level of accuracy and here we choose the comparison result of hovering
condition as the illustration, shown in Fig. 4.10 to 4.11. In these figures the solid line
represents the experiment record and the dashed line is the simulation response. The closed
agreement indicates that the identified model is able to capture HeLion’s hovering dynamics
with good accuracy and can be further utilized for control law design.
4.2 Frequency-domain System Identification
For frequency-domain system identification, we use a powerful identification toolkit, whose
name is Comprehensive Identification from FrEquency Responses (CIFER). This software
package has widely used in military rotorcraft modeling identification. Compared with
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Table 4.3: Identified parameters of the linearized models of HeLion
Parameter Hovering Forward 6 m/s Backward 2 m/s Heave 2m/s Side slip 2m/s
Xu -0.1778 -0.4871 -0.09537 -0.3277 -0.2162
Xas -9.7807 -9.7807 -9.7807 -9.7807 -9.7807
Yv -0.3104 -0.5105 -0.3890 -0.4469 -0.3385
Ybs 9.7807 9.7807 9.7807 9.7807 9.7807
Lu -0.3326 0.0907 0.8193 -0.3767 0.1502
Lv -0.5353 0.0439 -0.1124 -0.4719 -2.5144
Mu 0.1903 -0.0787 -0.5907 -0.1373 0.0499
Mv -0.2940 -0.2837 -0.0239 -0.4867 -0.0569
Las 75.7640 55.8572 18.432 61.1448 113.4560
Lbs 343.8610 708.0185 618.8800 721.1846 760.7593
Mas 172.6200 345.1897 268.7800 325.0505 329.5709
Mbs -59.9580 -23.0263 -13.254 -23.5178 -58.1153
τ 0.126 0.1026 0.1012 0.1578 0.1759
Abs 1.6535 -0.8564 0.2439 0.7147 1.7325
Bas -0.0921 2.4837 2.4813 3.0417 3.6410
Alat 0.0496 0.2182 0.1888 0.2997 0.2953
Alon 2.6224 2.4622 2.1590 2.2589 2.7069
Blat 2.4928 3.1586 2.2083 2.4956 2.5558
Blon 0.1741 -0.1796 -0.0578 -0.0882 -0.2812
Zw -0.6821 -0.6194 -0.4722 -2.1070 -0.6092
Zr -0.0535 -0.1021 -0.0111 -0.0201 0
Zcol 7.8246 10.8204 13.8200 12.3978 16.0790
Nv 0 -0.0665 0 0 -0.0457
Nr -5.5561 -4.1527 -5.0367 -4.2806 -4.0294
Nrfb -58.4053 -36.5647 -36.7460 -36.5750 -42.0391
Nped 58.4053 36.5647 36.7460 36.5750 42.0391
Kr 2.7492 1.6564 3.68 1.6920 1.5136







































































































































































b. Verification using elevator doublet input.



























































































































































d. Verification using pedal doublet input.
Figure 4.11: Verification of the identified model at hovering for HeLion.
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the time-domain identification approach, frequency-domain identification method features
four advantages, including: (1) great suitability to the unstable systems; (2) less number of
involved points for matching; (3) automatic separation between noise and true response; and
(4) independent metrics for assess system excitation and linearity. A more comprehensive
comparison between the frequency- and time-response identification methods is given in [69].
In what follows of this section, the frequency-domain identification method is described
in detail, based on the modeling procedure of SheLion at hovering condition. Necessary
comparison will be given to demonstrate that CIFER is more suitable than IDENT for the
modeling identification of the small-scale UAV helicopters.
4.2.1 Data Collection and Preprocessing
Data collection procedure is the same as the one introduced in Section 4.1.1 for time-domain.
We still apply the same input signals (frequency sweep and symmetric doublet) and perform
the same data collection flight tests to obtain the required time history data.
As for the data preprocessing, CIFER does a superior job than IDENT. To be specific,
the following three software modules, named FRESPID, MISOSA and COMPOSITE, are
applied to realize (1) convert the experiment data from time-domain to frequency-domain;
(2) combine the valid dataset; and (3) examine the data quality and consistency compre-
hensively. The detailed preprocessing procedure is introduced as follows.
FRESPID
Frequency response identification (FRESPID) software package is mainly responsible for
converting the collected data from time-domain to frequency-domain. Specifically, The basic
preprocessing methods including data range selection, data detrending and data filtering are
first applied to the time-domain data. Next, chirp z-transform (CZT), an advanced FFT
algorithm, is used for data conversion. The resulted frequency-domain data is with the form
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of one complete set of frequency responses for all of the input-output pairs. Besides data
conversion, an important performance index, named coherence function and introduced as
follows, is calculated for each frequency response.
Coherence function γ2xy, described in equation 4.6, is an important performance index
to illustrate the linearity between the input and output. Its value ranges from 0 to 1. It is
interpreted as the fraction of the output spectrum Gyy that is linearly attributable to the
input spectrum Gxx at frequency f [3]. In the ideal situation when the system is purely
linear, γ2xy is with the highest value of 1. However, in practical applications, this ideal
value can not be achieved due to a variety of reasons, including: (1) noise contamination;
(2) nonlinearity; and (3) process noise [69]. The empirical threshold value for γ2xy is set as
0.6, that is, the frequency response with the coherence function estimate larger than 0.6 is
regarded with the satisfied accuracy for model identification. An example on SheLion’s data
range refinement based on coherence function is shown in Fig. 4.12. The selected frequency
response is for the on-axis dynamics from the aileron input δlat to the roll angular rate
p. It can be noted that the data with the frequency ranging from 0.2244 Hz to 3.73 Hz
is generally qualified for model selection, except the slot between 0.4661 Hz and 0.8892 Hz
with an obvious drop of the coherence function. This coherence drop can be caused by either
the bad quality of data or the incomplete preprocessing. For the later reason, the fidelity
can be retrieved back after the COMPOSITE step is finished. As such, the unqualified data













































Figure 4.12: Frequency response (δlat to p) with the coherence function
MISOSA
The frequency responses generated by FRESPID is further processed by the module named
MISOSA (Multi-Input/Multi-Output Spectrum Analysis). To a MIMO system like small-
scale UAV helicopter, the minor correlation control caused by multiple inputs on the same
output channels is quite commonly in the practical flight tests. MISOSA is responsible
for removing such cross correlation effect and retaining the unbiased frequency responses
between the dominant input channel and the output channels, based on CIFER-defined
conditioned spectral quantities. The resulted multi-input/single-output frequency responses
are further combined together to form the MIMO frequency response matrices. For the case
of SheLion, since the off-axis correlation input is intentionally avoided by the pilot during
the overall frequency-sweep experiment procedure, the resulted FRESPID and MISOSA








































Figure 4.13: Comparison between frequency responses generated by MISOSA and COM-
POSITE
COMPOSITE
In this module, the frequency data generated by MISOSA is processed using composite
windowing technique. Up to five time windows are applied for improving the accuracy of
the frequency responses within the concerned frequency ranges. The generated results are
then combined for performing an optimal combinations of the frequency responses based
on multiple window sizes by using an embedded unconstrained optimization algorithm,
named quasi-Newton-Raphson methods [27]. Here we still adopt the δlat - p on-axis dynam-
ics to illustrate that COMPOSITE is instrumental. Specifically, both the MISOSA- and
COMPOSITE-generated results are drawn in Fig. 4.13. It can be noted that after COM-
POSITE preprocessing, the notches near frequencies 0.4661 Hz and 0.8892 Hz are totally
eliminated, indicating the data slot in the whole frequency range from 0.2244 Hz to 4.4301
Hz is actually qualified for model identification usage.
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Consistency checking and frequency-slot selection
We finish the frequency-domain data preprocessing by conducting (1) data consistency
checking and (2) frequency-slot selection.
The main aim of data consistency checking is to find out the improperly collected dataset
which is hard to recognize in time-domain. If the flight tests are conducted correctly and the
recorded data are qualified enough, their frequency responses should be roughly overlapped
with each other. Based on this rule of thumb, we plot the frequency response collected in
all of the individual experiments together for observation and comparison. The response(s)
showing obvious inconsistency in either magnitude or phase should be removed from the
combined dataset. We here present a consistency checking example on angular rate in
Fig. 4.14. To be specific, the frequency responses for δlat - p on-axis dynamics collected in
three individual flight tests are plotted together for comparison. It can be noted that all
of the responses agree with each other closely in magnitude, phase and coherence function
values, indicating that the three flight results are all properly issued and the corresponding
data are qualified for modeling identification.
Frequency-slot selection is mainly based on the coherence function values of frequency
responses generated by COMPOSITE. As mentioned before, the coherence function values
which initially calculated in FRESPID need to be further refined and improved during the
process from FRESPID to MISOSA to COMPOSITE. Based on the completely determined
coherence function values, we select the valuable frequency slots as listed in Table 4.4.
4.2.2 Model Structure Determination
The eleventh order state-space model structure which is adopted in the time-domain system
identification is also selected for SheLion. We ignore the details since the model structure
has been comprehensively introduced before. Note that such model structure is applicable to







































Figure 4.14: Data consistency checking for δlat - p on-axis dynamics
Table 4.4: Selected frequency slots (Hz) for SheLion’s hovering model identification
δlat δlon δcol δped
ax 0 0.1904 ∼ 3.3741 0 0
ay 0.2565 ∼ 1.0001 0 0 0
az 0 0 0.2417 ∼ 4.3721 0.6288 ∼ 2.9281
p 0.2244 ∼ 4.4301 0 0 0
q 0.2565 ∼ 3.7560 0.1904 ∼ 3.3741 0 0
r 0 0 0 0.5236 ∼ 3.6541
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4.2.3 Unknown Parameter Identification
Still based on the eleventh-order state-space model structure, we carry out the unknown
parameter identification using a powerful CIFER-contained module, named DERIVED. The
general idea is to minimize the difference between the practical frequency response and
simulation response. Furthermore, DERIVED provides two extra metrics (Cramer-Rao
Bound and Insensitivity) to evaluate the accuracy and reliability of the identified parameters.
Before addressing the identification procedure, we first introduce these two metrics briefly
for the convenience of understanding.
1. Cramer-Rao bound: Cramer-Rao (CR) bound is a key indicator of predictive accuracy.
Large relative Cramer-Rao bounds for individual parameters indicate poor identifia-
bility and suggest they should be eliminated or fixed to empirical values in the model
structure [69]. Based on the experience summarized in flight tests, the upper limitation
of Cramer-Rao bound with good predictive accuracy is set as 20%.
2. Insensitivity: Insensitivity (I) indicates how important the parameter is to the selected
model structure. The parameters, which are not important to the model or insuffi-
ciently reflected by the frequency responses, are generally with relatively large values.
Furthermore, the associated Cramer-Rao bounds also greatly exceed the threshold
value (20%). These parameters should be dropped or fixed to certain theoretical val-
ues. The experience-based guide line requires that the identified parameters should
be with the insensivities less than 10%.
The five-step identification procedure applied to time-domain system identificationmethod
is retained for SheLion modeling identification. The finally identified linearized model for
hovering flight condition is given in equation 4.7. We plot the frequency-response matching
in Fig. 4.15 and list all of the identified parameters in Table 4.5 along with the associated
Cramer-Rao bounds and Insensitities. In this table, + means that the relative parameters
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are eliminated during the model structure determination, ! means that the relative param-
eters are fixed empirically, and ∗ means that the parameters are identified but tied to other
free derivative(s). Both the closed agreements in on/off-axis frequency responses and the
perfect fulfillment of two key accuracy analysis guidelines (CR < 20% and I < 10%) indicate
that the identified parameter sets is with great confidence and high reliability.




−0.5198 0 0 0 0 −9.7807 −9.7807 0
0 −0.4225 0 0 9.7807 0 0 9.7807
−0.3632 −0.0675 0 0 0 0 0 439.4000
−0.0814 −2.1210 0 0 0 0 275.1000 −42.1100
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 −1 0 0 −4.7790 2.3850
0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 −4.7790
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
















0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0.0610 2.8080 0 0
2.1810 0 0 0
0 0 22.9400 0
0 0 0 −154.5000




Same as time-domain identification approach, the identified model is finally evaluated using
the doublet input-output dataset. The comparison result is shown in Fig. 4.16 to 4.17.
Again, the perfect matching between the simulation and practical experiment persuasively
indicates both the high fidelity of the identified model and the great efficiency of CIFER
software package.
4.3 First-principles Modeling
In the previous section, system identification approaches for deriving linearized models are
presented in detail. The main shortcoming of a linearized model is that it can only capture
the aerodynamics for one particular flight condition. Furthermore, to some aggressive flight
conditions such as fast forward flight, bank-to-turn with high angular rate, and various 3D
acrobatic flight motions, the qualified data is extremely difficult to collect and implementing
































































































































































































































Figure 4.15: Frequency-response comparison for SheLion at hovering condition
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Table 4.5: Identified parameters with actuary analysis metrics
Parameter Value CR% I%
Xu -0.5198 20.31 9.827
Xas -9.7807 ! —— ——
Yv -0.4225 19.51 9.231
Ybs 9.7807 ! —— ——
Lu -0.3262 ! —— ——
Lv -0.0675 * —— ——
Las 0 + —— ——
Lbs 439.4000 2.489 1.020
Mu -0.0814 * —— ——
Mv -2.1210 18.02 7.143
Mas 275.1000 2.794 1.067
Mbs -42.1100 14.17 4.562
τ -4.7790 7.678 2.367
abs 2.3850 13.67 4.309
bas 0 —— ——
Zw -0.5996 19.33 12.13
Zr 0.1103 6.369 2.514
Nr -4.6150 7.515 2.441
Nrfb 154.5000 * —— ——
Nv 0 —— ——
Kr -1.0830 5.805 1.929
Krfb -9.2300 * —— ——
Alat 0.0610 16.62 8.979
Alon 2.8080 2.731 1.319
Blat 2.1810 2.687 1.202
Blon 0 + —— ——
Zcol 22.9400 3.776 1.856
























































































































































b. Verification using elevator doublet input.

























































































































































d. Verification using pedal doublet input.
Figure 4.17: Verification of the identified model at hovering for SheLion.
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in these flight conditions/envelopes, one comprehensive nonlinear model with minimum
complexity is essentially needed.
Deriving a suitable nonlinear model for small-scale UAV helicopters is a challenging
issue. In [5, 54], first-principles based nonlinear models have been proposed for full-scale
helicopters. These models are commonly with high order and great complexity. The involved
large amount of aerodynamic parameters are difficult to measure or identify. As such, it is
impractical to implement them on the small-scale UAV helicopters. Some challenges which
are unique to the small-scale UAV helicopters, such as small size, sensitive aerodynamics,
and limited measuring apparatus and methods, make the first-principle-based modeling for
small-scale UAV helicopters more difficult. Although some first-principle models have been
proposed (see, for example, [16, 38]), various shortcomings still exist and modeling for the
small-scale UAV helicopters is still in its very initial stage.
In our work, a minimum-complexity nonlinear model, which includes three key compo-
nents: (1) 6-DOF rigid-body dynamics; (2) coupled rotor flapping dynamics, and (3) yaw
rate gyro dynamics, is proposed and verified in what follows of this section. Specifically, in
Section 4.3.1, we present the structure of the proposed nonlinear model. In Section 4.3.2,
one five-step identification procedure for identifying the necessary parameters of the pro-
posed nonlinear model is introduced. The fidelity of the nonlinear model in both frequency-
and time-domain is evaluated in Section 4.3.3.
4.3.1 Structure of the Nonlinear Model
We present in this section the structure of proposed comprehensive nonlinear model. To
minimize the overall structural complexity, the nonlinear model only consists of the following
four key components, including 1) kinematical dynamics; 2) 6-DOF rigid-body dynamics; 3)
main rotor flapping dynamics and 4) yaw rate gyro dynamics. In what follows, we proceed
to give a detailed description of all these components.
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Kinematical dynamics
The kinematical dynamics includes two set of equations. The first one describes the trans-
formation between the velocity vector in north-east-down (NED) frame and the one in body
frame. The second equation is for the transformation between the angular rate vectors in











 = Ωn = SB ·Ωb
(4.8)
where V and Ω represent the velocity vector and angular rate vector; ()n and ()b represent
NED frame and body frame; [x y z ]′ and [φ θ ψ ]′ are the position vector and Euler














Similar to [26], we ignore the kinematic equations related to the wind frame. However

















where Va is the body frame velocity vector relative to air mass.
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Rigid-body dynamics
The 6 DOF rigid-body dynamics is expressed by the following Newton-Euler equations
{
V˙b = −Ωb × Vb + Fbm + Fgm
Ω˙b = I−1(Mb − (Ωb × I · Ωb))
(4.11)
where m is the mass of HeLion UAV, I is the moment of inertia matrix which can be
measured via pendulum experiment, Fg = [mg sin(θ) mg sin(φ)cos(θ) mg cos(φ)cos(θ) ]
′
is gravity force vector, Fb and Mb are the aerodynamic force vector and moment vector,
which are given by

Fbx = Xmr +Xfus
Fby = Ymr + Yfus + Ytr + Yvf
Fbz = Zmr + Zfus + Zhf
and

Mbx = Lmr + Lvf + Ltr
Mby = Mmr +Mhf
Mbz = Nmr +Nvf +Ntr
(4.12)
where ()mr is for the main rotor, ()tr is for the tail rotor, ()fus is for the fuselage, ()vf is
for the vertical fin, and ()hf is for the horizontal fin. The expressions of the included forces
and moment elements are mainly based on [33] addressed as follows.
1. Main rotor forces and moments:
In [33], one simple and creative procedure for computing main rotor thrust T and
induced velocity vi is proposed. Such procedure is based on the classical momentum
theory but involves a recursive scheme, which is given by














vˆ2 = u2a + v
2








wr = wa + (as + is)ua − b1va
θcol = Kcolδcol + θocol
A = piR2
(4.14)
Cmrlα is the lift curve slope of main rotor, bmr is the number of main blades, cmr is
the chord length of the main blade, vˆ2 is an intermediate variable, wblade is the net
vertical velocity relative to main rotor blade, wr is the net vertical velocity through
main rotor disc, θtwist is the twisting angle of main blade, iθ is the main rotor shaft
incidence, θcol is the collective pitch angle of main blade, δcol is the collective servo
output, Kcol and θocol represent the linear relationship between δcol and θcol, A is the
disc area of main rotor, and R is the radius of main rotor.
Based on equation 4.13, the thrust and induced velocity can be computed iteratively.
According to the implementation in [33], the iteration number is normally less than
five till the converged result is achieved. In our case, we adopt ten times iteration.






which will be used in Section 4.3.1.







The moments generated by the main rotor along x and y body axes are given by
{
Lmr = (Kβ + THmr)sin(bs)
Mmr = (Kβ + THmr)sin(as)
(4.17)
where Hmr is the main rotor’s vertical position above the CG of HeLion UAV, and Kβ
is the main rotor’s spring constant, as and bs are the longitudinal and lateral flapping
angle of the TPP of main rotor, whose computation will be addressed in Section 4.3.1.
The computation of main rotor torque Nmr is closely related to the total power con-
sumption Pmr, which is the sum of the following four parts: 1) main rotor profile power
Ppr; 2) main rotor induced power Pi; 3) parasite power Ppa caused by the fuselage
drag and 4) the climbing power Pc. The specific computation is given by











Ppa = Xfusua + Yfusva + Zfus(wa − vi)
(4.18)
where CD0 is the main blade drag coefficient, and Xfus, Yfus, Zfus are the fuselage
drag forces along with the x, y, z body frame axes correspondingly.





2. Tail rotor forces and moments:
Thrust Ytr and induced velocity vtri for the tail rotor are computed in the similar
way as for the main rotor. The main difference is that the tail rotor does not have
any flapping effect due to its ultra small size. The calculation procedure should be
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partially modified and is given by















vˆ2tr = (wa + qDtr)


















wtrr = −va + rDtr − pHtr
θped = Kpedδ¯ped + θoped
Atr = piRtr2
(4.21)
Ωtr is the tail rotor’s rotating speed, Rtr is the tail blade’s radius, Ctrlα is the lift curve
slope of the tail rotor, btr is the number of tail blades, ctr is the chord length of the
tail blade, vˆ2tr is an intermediate variable, w
tr
blade is the net vertical velocity relative
to tail rotor blade, wtrr is the net vertical velocity through the tail rotor disc, θtrtwist is
the twisting angle of the tail blade, Dtr is the tail rotor’s longitudinal position behind
the CG, Htr is the tail rotor’s vertical position above the CG, θped is the collective
pitch angle of tail blade, δped is the tail rotor servo output, Kped and θoped represent
the linear relationship between δcol and θcol, and Atr is the disc area of the tail rotor.





3. Fuselage forces: The fuselage causes drag forces along the three body frame axes.
Same as [26], the main rotor induced velocity vi is set as the threshold. According
to the comparison between the trimmed flight speed Vtrim and vi, the drag forces are
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modeled by different ways and given by










z (wa + vi)vi





















are the effective drag areas.
4. Vertical fin forces and moments:
For the computation of force generated by the vertical fin, the stall effect should be
taken into account. According to [33], the threshold value for determining whether











yMAX |vvft |vvfa : |vvfa | > 0.3|ua| (surface stalled)
(4.24)
where Cvflα is the lift curve slope of the vertical fin, S
vf
y is the vertical fin area, and
SvfyMAX is the maximum side force factor of the vertical fin at stall. v
vf
a is the local
lateral airspeed of the vertical fin and vvft is the total airspeed of the vertical fin. The
last two items are given by
{








where Dvf is the vertical fin’s longitudinal position behind the CG, and Hvf is the
vertical fin’s vertical position above the CG.






5. Horizontal fin forces and moments:
For the computation of force generated by the horizontal fin, two key points should
be considered: 1). whether the surface of the horizontal fin is immersed in the main
rotor’s downwash field, 2). whether the horizontal fin is stalled. For the first point,
the position of downwash on horizontal fin is given by
Ddw =
va (Hmr −Hhf )
vi − 3|Va| + 1 (4.27)
where Hhf is the horizontal fin’s vertical position above the CG.
Based on the computed Ddw, we define the downwash effect coefficient , which is
necessary for calculating the horizontal fin’s local vertical airspeed whfa and the total







: Ddw ∈ {0, R}
0 : Ddw 6∈ {0, R}
whfa = wa − vi + qDhf
vhft =
√





where Dhf is the horizontal fin’s longitudinal position behind CG.
Based on the whfa and v
hf
t , the horizontal fin’s force along the body frame z-axis is
calculated, considering the stall effect. The threshold value for determining whether











zMAX |vhft |whfa : |whfa | > 0.3|ua| (surface stalled)
(4.29)
where Chflα is the lift curve slope of the horizontal fin, S
hf
z is the horizontal fin area,
and ShfzMAX is the maximum z-axis force factor of the horizontal fin at stall.
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The moment caused by Zhf is calculated by
Mhf = ZhfHhf (4.30)
where Hhf is the horizontal fin’s vertical position above the CG.
Main rotor flapping dynamics
Same as the linearized model structure described before in Section 4.1.2, the main rotor
flapping dynamics is still described by two coupled first-order equations. To minimize the
complexity of the derived model structure, we adopt the lumped main rotor dynamics rep-
resentation, whose formulation is similar to the one in [26] and given by
{














where as and bs are the longitudinal and lateral flapping angles of the TPP; τ is the effective
rotor time constant for the main rotor augmented with the stabilizer bar; ∂as∂u and
∂bs
∂v are
the longitudinal and lateral dihedral effect derivatives; ∂as∂w is the flap-back effect derivative;
Aδlon and Bδlat are effective longitudinal and lateral gains from the servo input channels
to the TPP flapping angles. To make the computation procedure more clear, we need to
address some key parameters in the following three aspects.
1. Rotor time constant
For the lumped system, it has been proved in [49,47] that the rotor response is dom-
inated by the stabilizer bar. Since the stabilizer bar is connected to the main shaft
through a free teetering hinge (that is, a free-teetering rotor), the rotor time constant






where Ω is the main rotor rotating speed, and γsb is the Lock number of the stabilizer








here ρa is the air density, csb is the chord length of the stabilizer bar, Csblα is the lift
curve slope of the stabilizer bar, Rsb is the outside radius, rsb is the inside radius, and
Iβsb is the inertia moment of the stabilizer bar.
2. Dihedral and flap-back effect derivatives
The dihedral effect of the main rotor describes the change of flapping angles of TPP
due to the longitudinal and lateral velocity. The derivatives in the two directions are

















where Kµ is the scaling coefficient accounting for the existence of the lumped stabilizer
bar. σ is the solidity ratio of main rotor, and CT is the thrust coefficient introduced
in 1.
When the helicopter is flying with positive Z-axis (body frame) velocity, the higher lift
on advancing blade results in a flap-back of the main rotor. Such effect is described















ΩR is the advance ratio.
3. Effective longitudinal and lateral linkage gains
The effective longitudinal and lateral linkage gains (Aδlon and Bδlat) completely depend
on the mechanical structure of the swash plate gearing and hinge mixer. Due to the
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existence of the stabilizer bar, the main blade’s cyclic change is caused by (1) direct
input from the onboard servo input and (2) the flapping motion of the stabilizer bar.
According to [47], Aδlon and Bδlat are given by
{
Aδlon = A¯lon +KsbClon
Bδlat = B¯lat +KsbDlat
(4.36)
where A¯lon is the linkage gain from the elevator servo input to the main blade’s cyclic
pitch change, Clon is the linkage gain from the elevator servo input to the stabilizer
bar’s cyclic pitch change. Similarly B¯lat and Dlat have the same meanings for the
aileron servo. Lastly Ksb represents the contribution from the stabilizer bar’s flapping
to main blade’s cyclic pitch change.
Yaw rate gyro dynamics
To the small-scale UAV helicopter, yaw direction control in manual flight is very challenging
since the torque associated with the yaw channel is relatively small and highly sensitive. To
overcome this problem, current small-scale helicopters are commonly equipped with a yaw
rate gyro, which consists of a low-cost gyro sensor and an embedded controller to facilitate
the human pilot to control the yaw rate and the heading angle. Although in automatic
control this governor is unnecessary, it is still reserved for the convenience of manual control
in the case of manual flight test or unexpected accidental conditions. As a result its dynamics
should be also included when building up the nonlinear model.
The framework of the yaw rate gyro equipped in HeLion UAV is shown in Fig. 4.18.
Since the amplitude of the joystick input δped is generally small, it is first amplified by
a proportional amplifier circuit and then compared with the feedback yaw angular rate r
measured by the yaw rate gyro. The resulted difference signal is then sent into the embedded
controller to generate the tail rotor servo deflection δ¯ped. The step- and sinwave-input tests,















Figure 4.18: Configuration of the yaw channel of HeLion UAV helicopter.
indicates that (1) the proportional amplifier can be modeled as a constant gain Ka and (2)
the factory-installed embedded controller employs the PI control algorithm. The dynamics







(Ka · δped − r) (4.37)
where KP and KI are the proportional and integral gains of the embedded controller respec-
tively. Here we define an intermediate state δintped, which is the integration part of equation
4.37 without being multiplied by KI . Then we rewrite the equation 4.37 as follows δ˙
int
ped = Ka · δped − r






where f() means the function of bracketed variables.
We can formulate a state-space like model structure by including the equation sets 1,
4, 24 and the first equation of set 31. The resulted nonlinear model only includes 15 states,




In this section, the identification procedure for the unknown parameters will be addressed
in detail. We aim to propose a simple, meaningful and comprehensive method to obtain
the estimated parameters. Specifically, all the necessary parameters are categorized by
the following five types according to the identification complexity. Correspondingly the
identification procedure is separated into five steps. For each step, the measured parameters
in the previous step(s) are used as the basis and will be further tuned when necessary.
Step 1. Parameters identified by direct measurements
The parameters in this category are easiest to determine. Generally they are related to the
environment, UAV’s geometry and loading. The measurement is normally conducted using
direct observation, ruler and weighting machine. The identified parameters are listed in
Table 4.6.
Step 2. Parameters identified by ground tests
One complete set of ground tests, including 1) CG location test; 2) inertia measurement
test; 3) main rotor flapping test and 4) servo actuator test, have been conducted to obtain
corresponding parameters. They are introduced in detail as follows.
1. CG location test:
The experiment for determining the CG location is conducted when the fuel tank is
full. In the CG location test, the HeLion UAV is suspended by one line with three
different angles. Three pictures are taken and the CG is then located by calculating
the position of intersection point in the three pictures. Based on the calculated CG




ρa = 1.29 kg/m3 air density
g = 9.781 N/kg the acceleration of gravity
m = 9.50 kg helicopter mass
mb = 0.190 kg main blade mass
Rmr = 0.789 m main blade radius
bmr = 2 main blade number
cmr = 0.062 m main blade chord length
Rsb = 0.338 m stabilizer bar outer radius
Rsb = 0.231 m stabilizer bar inner radius
csb = 0.059 m stabilizer bar chord length
is = 0 rad main shaft tilting angle
σ = 0.049 main rotor solidity ratio
ntr = 4.66 gear ratio of tail rotor to main rotor
Rtr = 0.131 m tail blade radius
btr = 2 tail blade number
ctr = 0.029 m tail rotor chord length
Svf = 0.012 m2 effective vertical fin area
Shf = 0.01 m2 effective horizontal fin area
Table 4.6: Parameters identified by direct measurements
HeLion parameters Descriptions
Hmr = 0.337 m main rotor hub’s vertical position above CG
Dtr = 1.035 m tail rotor hub’s longitudinal position behind CG
Htr = 0.172 m tail rotor hub’s vertical position above CG
Dvf = 0.984 m vertical fin’s longitudinal position behind CG
Hvf = 0.172 m vertical fin’s vertical position above CG
Dhf = 0.751 m horizontal fin’s longitudinal position behind CG
Hhf = 0.185 m horizontal fin’s vertical position above CG
Table 4.7: Parameters relative to CG location
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HeLion parameters Descriptions
Ixx = 0.305 kg ·m2 HeLion’s rolling moment of inertia
Iyy = 0.684 kg ·m2 HeLion’s pitching moment of inertia
Izz = 0.787 kg ·m2 HeLion’s yawing moment of inertia
Iβmr = 0.0408 kg ·m2 main blade’s moment of inertia
Iβsb = 0.0039 kg ·m2 stabilizer bar (with rod)’s moment of inertia
Table 4.8: Measured moment of inertia values
2. Inertia measurement test:
Inertia measurement test is performed to identify the moments of inertia for 1) the
whole vehicle; 2) the main blade and 3) the stabilizer bar. For the first one, pendulum
test is implemented to obtain the inertia values along the body axes. Following the
method in [30], the HeLion is suspended by three lines with equal length and swung
around the three axes. The moments of inertia are computed based on the recorded
oscillation periods. For the latter two, their moments of inertia referring to the main
rotor hub is calculated based on the physical data with assistance of software such as
SolidWorks. The identified parameters are listed in Table 4.8. In this table, the first
three items will be further verified in step 3.
3. Main rotor flapping test:
Main rotor flapping test is for determining the parameters related to the main rotor
and stabilizer bar. The linkage gains and contribution factors are measured using the
similar method proposed in [28]. The related parameters are listed in Table 4.9 and
will be further verified in step 3.
4. Servo actuator test:
Lastly the servo actuator tests are conducted for the collective pitch servo and tail
rotor servo. For the collective pitch servo, the trimming position and collective pitch
curve are identified using least square curve fitting in Fig. 4.19. For the tail rotor
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HeLion parameters Descriptions
Clon = 0.6 linkage gain from elevator servo input to stabilizer bar’s cyclic pitch
Dlat = 0.6 linkage gain from aileron servo input to stabilizer bar’s cyclic pitch
A¯lon = 0.2 linkage gain from elevator servo input to main blade’s cyclic pitch
B¯lat = 0.2 linkage gain from aileron servo input to main blade’s cyclic pitch
Ksb = 0.660 contribution from stabilizer bar flapping to main blade’s cyclic pitch
Alon = 0.593 effective longitudinal linkage gain
Blat = 0.593 effective lateral linkage gain
Table 4.9: Parameters identified by main rotor flapping test
HeLion parameters Descriptions
Kcol = −0.246 proportional gain of the main blade’s collective pitch
change to collective pitch servo input
θocol = 0.0659 rad trim offset of the main blade’s collective pitch angle
Kp = 0.432 proportional gain of embedded controller
Ki = 2.279 integral gain of embedded controller
Ka = 3.73 proportional gain of amplifier circuit
Kped = 1 proportional gain of the tail blade’s collective pitch
change to tail rotor servo deflection
θoped = 0.143 rad trim offset of the tail blade’s collective pitch angle
Table 4.10: Parameters identified by servo actuator tests
servo, the trimming position and collective pitch curve as determined in Fig. 4.20, and
the parameters related to the embedded PI controller are identified using step input
experiments, as shown in Fig. 4.21. Note that the parameters related to servo actuator
tests, listed in Table 4.10, are independent of working or testing conditions and not
necessary for further tuning in later steps.
Step 3. Parameters identified by flight tests
Through the flight tests, we aim to 1) identify or further tune the parameters related to
main rotors and inertia; 2) identify the parameters related to fuselage drag forces.
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Figure 4.19: Result of collective pitch servo test.










Tail rotor servo deflection (−1~1)
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Figure 4.20: Result of tail rotor servo test.
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Figure 4.21: Sample result of step input test for tail rotor servo.
To realize the first aim, one set of chirp-input flight tests is implemented in all of the
input channels. The recorded data are used to identify the relative parameters through
CIFER [69] identification toolkit applied in previous chapter. In [16], one physically mean-
ingful method by including all of the available data sets in different flight conditions for
frequency domain identification is proposed. Similar to this method, we also include the
data in different flight conditions for the identification of partial moment derivatives, ro-
tor flapping derivatives and control derivatives, which hold high confidence and accuracy.
Only hovering and near hovering conditions instead of all of available flight conditions are
included because of the following two reasons: 1) collecting valuable data in more aggressive
flight conditions is much more challenging and the quality of data is suspicious; 2) some key
prerequisites such as “Tmr ≈ mg” are ruined in more aggressive conditions.
The data of following flight conditions, including 1) ±2 m/s flight in longitudinal di-
rection; 2) ±2 m/s flight in lateral direction and 3) hovering condition, are adopted. The
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identified derivatives are listed in Table 4.11. As mentioned in Chapter 4, two associate
statistics, that is, (1) Cramer-Rao in percentage (CR%) indicating the accuracy of identi-
fied parameters and (2) Insensitivity in percentage (I% which indicating the importance of
existence of parameter are also attached. In Table 4.11, it can be noted that all of the iden-
tified parameters definitely satisfy these two requirements. Based on the identified results,
we then further verify the accuracy of partial parameters obtained in step 2 as follows:
1. First we verify the feasibility of Ixx and Iyy . Based on the theoretical analysis, Lb and
Ma can be approximately computed by
{
Lb ≈ (mgHmr +Kβ)/Ixx
Ma ≈ (mgHmr +Kβ)/Iyy
(4.39)
Since Kβ is unknown, we could not verify the exact values of Ixx and Iyy separately.










the separately measured inertia values by ground tests holds sufficient accuracy. Based
on this verification result we use the identified values to calculate Kβ, which is also
listed in Table 4.12.
2. Secondly the parameters Alon and Blat are verified. We compare the results of flight
test and ground test. The closed agreement indicates (1) the ground test results are
sufficiently accurate, and (2) adopting the simplified rotor model lumped with the
stabilizer bar is reasonable. In Section 4.3.3, we still use the results estimated in step
2.
3. Lastly we use the identified rotor time constant τ to estimate the stabilizer bar’s lift
curve slope. Based on equations 4.32 and 4.33, we can obtain Csblα = 2.13 rad
−1 listed
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CIFER results Descriptions CR bound CR% I%
Lb = 556 sec−2 lateral rotor spring derivative 14.77 2.653 0.7621
Ma = 254.6 sec−2 longitudinal rotor spring derivative 5.864 2.303 0.7429
τ = 0.2236 sec rotor time constant 0.0181 8.095 2.177
Alon = 0.5858 effective longitudinal linkage gain 0.0225 3.851 1.386
Blat = 0.5686 effective lateral linkage gain 0.0216 3.808 1.750
Table 4.11: Identification derivatives using CIFER
in Table 4.12. Our result is with the similar level as the one addressed in [62], in which
an identical stabilizer bar is adopted by a SF-40 helicopter and the calculated Csblα is
1.95 rad−1.
To realize the second aim, the speed holding flight tests are performed. According to
the proposed method in [26], such flight tests are only required to perform along one body
axis, for the other two axes, the relative parameters are determined by the proportion of
projected areas. We choose y-direction speed holding flight since it shows the most obvious
tilting angle in the experiment. One sample of the automatic y-axis speed holding test is






According to the proportion of projected areas (x : y : z = 0.171 : 1 : 0.463), the effective
drag areas are estimated and listed in Table 4.12.
Another parameter which is obtained by flight tests is the main rotor’s rotating speed.
It is measured by an externally triggered timer of onboard A/D acquisition card. Its value
is governed by the hobby-purpose RPM governor and listed in Table 4.12.
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HeLion parameters Descriptions
Kβ = 138.27 N ·m rotor spring constant
Csblα = 2.13 rad
−1 stabilizer bar lift curve slope
Ω = 168.52 rad main rotor rotating speed
Sfusx = 0.241 m2 effective longitudinal fuselage drag area
Sfusy = 1.40 m2 effective lateral fuselage drag area
Sfusz = 0.648 m2 effective vertical fuselage drag area
Table 4.12: Parameters identified by flight tests

























Figure 4.22: Sample result of y-direction speed holding test.
Step 4. Parameters tuned by theoretical calculation
The theoretical corrections mainly focus on the lift curve slopes for main rotor and tail
rotor. In general its is very challenging to measure these two values accurately due to the
lack of the measuring apparatus. Initially they are set as the same values as the one shown
in [26] and [31] because of the similar scale and profile. However, the preset values are
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HeLion parameters Descriptions
Cmrlα = 3.605 rad
−1 Main rotor lift curve slope
Ctrlα = 2.504 rad
−1 Tail rotor lift curve slope
Table 4.13: Lift curve slopes tuned by theoretical calculation
HeLion parameters Descriptions
Kµ = 0.2 scaling coefficient in dihedral and flap-back effect
Cvflα = 2.0 rad
−1 vertical fin lift curve slope
S
vf
yMAX = −0.249 m2 maximum side force of vertical fin in stall
Chflα = 3.0 rad
−1 horizontal fin lift curve slope
ShfyMAX = −1.236 m2 maximum side force of horizontal fin in stall
CD0 = 0.01 Main blade drag coefficient
Table 4.14: Parameters by empirical setting
need to be further tuned to be more suited to HeLion UAV’s aerodynamics. Following the
tuning method proposed in [33], these two values are modified based on the balanced force
equations in y/z body axes using equations 5, 6, 7 (for main rotor lift curve slope) and 5,
13, 14 (for tail rotor lift curve slope) at ideal hover condition. The finally adopted lift curve
slopes are listed in Table 4.13.
Step 5. Parameters by empirical setting
Finally the remaining parameters are determined empirically. These parameters are nor-
mally hard or even impossible to identify since they only shows unobvious effect in aggressive
flight conditions such as fast forward speed holding flight. For this reason, they are deter-
mined according to the ones in similar scale UAV helicopters such as the UAV in [26]. The
related parameters are listed in Table 4.14.
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4.3.3 Model Validation
In this section, the fidelity of the identified nonlinear model is evaluated. The validation
procedure is conducted both in frequency- and time-domain, which will be introduced in
detail as follows.
Frequency-domain validation
In frequency-domain validation, the frequency responses of the nonlinear model simulation
and the actual flight experiment are compared. Two representative flight conditions, that
is, hovering and forward 6m/s flight, are selected. It should be noted that the frequency
responses of the linearized models of the two selected flight conditions are also included to
further verify the fidelity of the derived nonlinear model.
The comparison results for hovering flight condition are shown in Fig. 4.23 and 4.24.
The frequency responses generated both by the linearized model and nonlinear model match
the actual frequency response closely. The former agreement is expected since the linearized
model is identified based on the flight test data collected in this flight condition. The later
agreement strongly indicates that the first-principles based nonlinear model is with sufficient
fidelity and can achieve equivalent accuracy compared with linearized model based on system
identification.
The frequency-response comparison for forward 6 m/s flight is shown in Fig. 4.25 and
4.26. Once again, the matchings for both linearized model and nonlinear model with the
actual flight test are closed, indicating the proposed nonlinear model and linearized model
could both capture the flight dynamics in this condition. Compared with the hovering
results, the agreement in forward 6 m/s flight is slightly worse, especially in responses
“δlon − u” and “δlat − v”. Such deficiency is mainly due to the lower quality of collected
data, which affects (1) the overall accuracy of the linearized model, and (2) the accuracy of




























































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 4.26: Frequency responses of three axes angular rates in forward 6 m/s flight.
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Time-domain validation
Time-domain validation is more straightforward to verify the fidelity of the proposed non-
linear model. One set of flight experiments have been performed to collect the input-output
data. Then the recorded flight test data is then compared with the simulation data of
our proposed nonlinear model. In the following, we use two flight cases to prove that the
identified nonlinear model is instrumental.
The first flight test is called “forward heading turning flight”. Specifically the HeLion
UAV flies forward with a constant airspeed (here we choose 2.5m/s) while performing a 540o
self-rotation around its body frame Z-axis. Basic flight conditions including: (1) forward
flight; (2) sideslip flight; and (3) backward flight are involved. The comparisons between
the simulation result and actual one are shown in Fig. 4.27 to 4.30. For the convenience of
observation, the heading angle ψ is limited in the range of {−pi, pi}. The closed matching
indicates the identified nonlinear model could capture the Helicopter’s dynamics accurately.
Matching of z-axis velocity w is slightly worse than the other channels, which is mainly due
to the inaccuracy of the GPS velocity measurement.
The second flight test is called “target tracking”. Specifically the HeLion UAV will
fly along an predefined ellipse trajectory while keeping its nose heading to one selected
stationary ground target. The comparison results are shown in Fig. 4.31 to 4.34. Again the
simulated data accurately matches the real flight test, which illustrates the high fidelity of
the proposed nonlinear model.
4.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have detailed the work on dynamic modeling completed for our self-
instrumented small-scale UAV helicopters. For system identification, both the time- and
frequency domain approaches have been implemented to derive reliable linearized models.
Through the comparison between these two approaches, we have clearly shown that the
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Figure 4.27: Recorded reference signals of forward head turning flight.






























Figure 4.28: Recorded velocities of forward head turning flight.
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Figure 4.29: Recorded angular rates of forward head turning flight.
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Figure 4.30: Recorded Euler angles of forward head turning flight.
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Figure 4.31: Recorded reference signals of target tracking flight.




























Figure 4.32: Recorded velocities of target tracking flight.
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Figure 4.33: Recorded angular rates of target tracking flight.
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Figure 4.34: Recorded Euler angles of target tracking flight.
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frequency-domain approach identify the models more systematically and efficiently. As for
the first-principles modeling method, a minimum complexity model which includes only
15 states is adopted. To identify all of the necessary parameters, we propose a five-step
identification method and successfully identify all of necessary parameters. The valida-
tion results in both frequency- and time-domain have illustrated that the derived nonlinear
model could accurately capture the HeLion’s aerodynamics. The proposed comprehensive
nonlinear model can be regarded as a universal model for any member of our UAV helicopter
family. The models identified in this chapter will be applied for the flight control law design.
Chapter 5
Control Law Design and
Implementation
In the previous chapter, we have identified both linear and nonlinear models, which could
accurately capture the aerodynamics of our self-instrumented small-scale UAV helicopters.
With these identified high-fidelity models in hand, we proceed to flight control laws design
and implementation in this chapter. A variety linear and nonlinear flight control laws
have been designed and implemented to realize the automatic control in some single flight
conditions (e.g., hovering, forward flight and bank-to-turn) and full flight envelope. In this
chapter, we choose the most successful and representative example for illustration. To be
specific, we apply a newly developed control technique, named composite nonlinear feedback
(CNF) control technique associated with the dynamic inversion technique to achieve the
autonomous control in the full flight envelope which includes automatic takeoff, automatic
landing and various flight conditions which are essential for practical flight missions.
This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.1, we first detail the control law design
procedure, which covers three hierarchical levels, that is, the inner-loop control, outer-loop
control and flight scheduling. Next, we present the simulation and implementation results
in Section 5.2, along with the necessary performance analysis. Finally in Section 5.3 some
conclusion remarks are drawn.
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5.1 Control Law Design Procedure
The schematic diagram of the flight control law is shown in Fig. 5.1, in which the overall
flight control system is hierarchically divided into three layers. Such hierarchical structure
is commonly adopted in rotorcraft/aircraft flight control law design since the aerodynamic
components of a rotorcraft/aircraft are with different response time. The main functions of
the three control loops are described as follows:
1. The inner-loop control deals with the aerodynamics with relative fast response time.
Specifically, it is in charge of: (1) guaranteeing the asymptotic stability of the UAV
helicopter’s angular motion with respect to the surrounding air, and (2) tracking the
velocity references {uc, vc, wc} generated by the outer-loop;
2. The outer-loop targets for the position control with slower response time. It is designed
to (1) track the reference flight path generated by flight scheduling module, and (2)
generate the aforementioned velocity references;
3. The flight scheduling block is employed for generating the pre-defined or real-time
reference flight path.
The following design procedure is for the first born UAV helicopter, HeLion. After par-
titioning the identified linearized model, we sequentially (1) implement CNF control law
and state feedback control law to design the inner-loop controller; (2) apply dynamic inver-
sion technique, which is capable of dealing with nonlinearities completely in affine systems,
to design the outer-loop controller; and (3) carefully design the discrete-event-based flight
scheduling for driving the helicopter to fly in the pre-determined full flight envelope.
5.1.1 Inner-loop Control Law
The inner-loop control law is designed based on state feedback control technique and a newly
proposed nonlinear control technique, namely, the composite nonlinear feedback (CNF)
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Figure 5.1: General flight control scheme for UAVs.
control method [13]. The rationale of CNF control is first proposed by Lin et al. [43] to
improve the tracking performance under state feedback laws for a class of second-order
systems subject to actuator saturation. Recently, it has been fully developed to handle
general systems with input constraints and with measurement feedback (see, e.g., Chen et
al. [14]). The CNF control consists of a linear feedback law and a nonlinear feedback law
without any switching element. The linear feedback part is designed to yield a closed-loop
system with a small damping ratio for a quick response, while at the same time not exceeding
the actuator limits for the desired command input levels. The nonlinear feedback law is used
to increase the damping ratio of the closed-loop system as the system output approaches the
target reference to reduce the overshoot caused by the linear part. The design philosophy of
the CNF technique is on reducing overshoot and speeding up its settling time of the overall
control system. In what follows, we proceed to the step-by-step design procedure.
Step 1: System partition
Both aerodynamics and kinematics of the small-scale UAV helicopter system are taken into
account for the inner-loop control law design.
The dynamics of HeLion has been described in Section 4.1, that is, the identified hovering
dynamic model of HeLion. Here we take into account the heading angle ψ when conducting
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control law design. For easy reference we rewrite the system as below
x˙ = Ax+Bu (5.1)
where
x = [ u v p q φ θ as bs w r rfb ψ ]′,
u = [ δlat δlon δcol δped ]′,
A =

−0.1778 0 0 0 0 −9.7807 −9.7807 0
0 −0.3104 0 0 9.7807 0 0 9.7807
−0.3326 −0.5353 0 0 0 0 75.7640 343.86
0.1903 −0.2940 0 0 0 0 172.6200 −59.958
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 −1 0 0 −8.1222 4.6535
0 0 −1 0 0 0 −0.0921 −8.1222
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
−0.6821 −0.1070 0 0
−0.1446 −5.5561 −36.6740 0
0 2.7492 −11.1120 0




0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0.0496 2.6224 0 0
2.4928 0.1740 0 0
0 0 15.6491 0
0 0 1.6349 −58.4053
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

.
For CNF control law design purpose, we reorder the state vector (φ/θ/ψ is changed from
the 5th/6th/12th variable to the 3rd/4th/10th variable) and define
x1 = [u, v, φ, θ, p, q, as, bs]′, x2 = [w, ψ, r, rfb]′.
Note that matrices A and B are required to perform corresponding transformations based



















The sub-matrices A1, A2, B1 and B2 are further categorized as
A1 =

A11 A12 0 A14
0 0 I2 0
A31 0 0 A34
0 0 A43 A44























































, A55 = −0.6821, A56 = [ 0 −0.1070 ] ,
A66 = [0 1 ] , A76 = [0 −5.5561 ] , A86 = [0 2.7492] ,






, B52 = 15.6491, B72 = 1.6349, B73 = −58.4053.
















where px, py, pz are respectively the displacements (in m) of helicopter in the (x, y, z)-
directions of the north-east-down (NED) frame, h is the UAV helicopter’s height above the
ground, and BB is the transformation matrix from the NED frame to the body frame with
BB =





























Heave motion and heading control


















Figure 5.2: Decentralized structure of the inner-loop controller.
Step 2: Control layer determination
For the CNF control law implementation, we apply a decentralized control structure, which
is shown in Fig. 5.2. Specifically, the inner-loop CNF control law is decoupled into two parts,
i.e., the rolling/pitching control and the heaving/heading control. The rolling/pitching con-
trol is hierarchically divided into the velocity, attitude and swash plate control components.
The heaving/heading control is respectively decoupled into the heaving and heading com-
ponents. The velocity, swash plate and heaving control components are designed with the
pole assignment method, whereas the attitude and heading control laws are designed using
the CNF control technique.
Step 3: Velocity control
The role of the velocity control is to design a control law such that the state variables of u
and v are capable of tracking the flight commands uc and vc as fast as possible. The velocity
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control law is carried out based on the following subsystem
x˙11 = A¯11x11 + A12v11, (5.4)
where
x11 = [u, v]′, A¯11 = A11 − A14A−134 A31, v11 = x31 +A−112 A14
[
x44 + A−134 A31x11
]
,
and where x31 = [φ, θ]′ and x44 = [as, bs]′. We note that the term associated with x11 is
introduced in v11 to deal with the interaction between the velocity and attitude control. An
appropriate control law is then obtained and is given by











is chosen such that A¯11 +A12F11 is asymptotically stable, and we compute G11 as
G11 = −A−112 (A¯11 + A12F11).
Step 4: Attitude control
The attitude controller is designed based on the following subsystem
{
x˙33 = AΦ x33 + BΦ v33
z33 = CΦ2x33 +DΦ2 v33
(5.6)
where z33 is the controlled output and












, CΦ2 = [ I2 0 ] , DΦ2 = A−112 A14.
Attitude control is to make z33 tracking the signal v11 of (5.5). Following the design
procedure of [13], a state feedback CNF control law which contains both linear (the first
and second items) and nonlinear (the third item) parts is given by
v33 = FΦ x33 + GΦ v11 + ρΦB′ΦPΦ [x33 −HΦ v11] (5.7)
For the linear feedback control law, we choose
FΦ =
[−0.04802 −0.17774 −0.02595 −0.09596
−0.10928 0.01683 −0.06395 0.01119
]
such that AΦ +BΦFΦ is asymptotically stable,
GΦ = [DΦ2 − (CΦ2 +DΦ2FΦ)(AΦ +BΦFΦ)−1BΦ]−1,
HΦ = −(AΦ + BΦFΦ)−1BΦGΦ, (5.8)
For the nonlinear feedback law, we first choose Wφ = diag{0.01, 0, 01, 0.001, 0.001} to
solve the following the Lyapunov equation
(AΦ +BΦFΦ)′PΦ + PΦ(AΦ + BΦFΦ) = −WΦ (5.9)





∣∣∣∣∣e−α1 |φ˜| − e−11− e−1
∣∣∣∣∣ ,−β2
∣∣∣∣∣e−α2 |θ˜| − e−11− e−1
∣∣∣∣∣
}










Step 5: Swash plate control
To design a swash plate controller, we consider the following subsystem characterized by
x˙44 = A44 x44 + B41 v44, (5.11)
where






and where x32 = [p, q]′, and δlat and δlon are respectively the aileron and elevator servo
inputs, respectively. It is to design a control law that such that x44 tracks
r44 = v33 −A−134 A31x11. (5.12)
For this subsystem, its state variables can not be measured. We would thus have to design
a dynamic output feedback control law instead. An appropriate controller for controlling
the swash plate is given by
x˙c44 = (A44 − L44A34)xc44 − L44A31x11 + B41v44 + (A44 − L44A34)L44x32 (5.13)
and











are chosen such that A44 − L44A34 and A44 + B41F44 are stable, and G44 is calculated as
G44 = −B−141 (A44 +B41F44).
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= v44 −B−141 A43 x32. (5.15)
Step 6: Heave motion control
This part is to control w to track the flight command wc. Consider the heave dynamics
subsystem
w˙ = A55w +B52v55, (5.16)
where the control input variable is given by
v55 = B−152 A56 x66 + δcol,
and where x66 = [ψ, r]′ and δcol is the collective pitch servo input. A simple static controller
is obtained as follows
v55 = F55w − B−152 (A55 +B52F55)wc. (5.17)
We select F55 = −0.052265 such that A55 + B52F55 < 0. It is clear that
δcol = v55 − B−152 A56 x66. (5.18)
Step 7: Heading motion control
Heading motion control is to generate a controller such that the state variable ψ will follow
the flight command ψc. The subsystem we use for heading motion control is characterized
by
x˙66 = AΨx66 + BΨv66, (5.19)













The designed state feedback CNF control law for heading motion subsystem is described by
v66 = FΨ x66 +GΨ ψc + ρΨB′ΨPΨ (x66 −HΨ ψc) , (5.21)
where the selected FΨ, which ensures AΨ + BΨFΨ is asymptotically stable, is given by
FΨ = [0.01712 −0.08486 ]
The associated GΨ and HΨ are computed as
GΨ = [−CΨ2(AΨ + BΨFΨ)−1BΨ]−1, (5.22)
HΨ = −(AΨ + BΨFΨ)−1BΨGΨ, (5.23)
Pψ > 0 is the solution of the Lyapunov equation
(AΨ + BΨFΨ)′PΨ + PΨ(AΨ +BΨFΨ) = −WΨ (5.24)
with WΨ = diag{0.034243, 1.7122× 10−6}, and finally
ρΨ = −β4
∣∣∣∣∣e−α4 |ψ−ψc| − e−11− e−1
∣∣∣∣∣ (5.25)
with β4 = 1 and α4 = 0.1.
In order to transform the control law of (5.21) into the actual input to the helicopter,
we need to estimate the state variable rfb associated the built-in filter in the yaw channel,
which can be done as follows
x˙fb = (A87−LfA77)(xfb+Lfr)+A86x66−Lf (A75w +A76x66 +B72δcol + B73δped) , (5.26)
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where Lf = −0.1 is chosen so that A87 − LfA77 < 0, and
rˆfb = xfb + Lfr. (5.27)
The 4th entry of the control input vector is given by
δped = v66 −B−173 (A75w −A77rˆfb − B72 δcol) . (5.28)
Finally we complete the inner-loop CNF control law design by combining the results
described in equation (5.15), (5.18), and (5.28).
5.1.2 Outer-loop Control Law
The outer-loop control law is responsible for generating necessary flight commands associ-
ated with required flight missions. Since the expressions of the strap down equation and
the position equation are explicitly know, the outer-loop control law design can be carried
out using the dynamic inversion technique. Based on the kinematical model defined in











where pxc, pyc and pzc are the position references generated by flight scheduling block, and
the three feedback gains kpx, kpy, and kpz are given by
kpx = −0.3, kpy = −0.3, kpz = −0.5 (5.30)
5.1.3 Flight Scheduling
The last step of the control law design for full flight envelope to carefully design the flight
scheduling block, that is, to properly select the flight motion/strategy elements consisting
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of the full flight envelope. It should be noted that the full flight envelope only focuses on
the flight motions which are common to the normal flight missions such as scout, ground
target aiming and attacking. The aggressive and dangerous 3D flight motions are currently
ignored. The finally determined full flight envelope for the flight scheduling block, shown in
Fig. 5.3, consists of the following eight sub-tasks, including:
1. Takeoff: The UAV helicopter is required to launch its engine and lift form a ground
position (marked as ‘O’) to Position A which is 15 m above the ground;
2. Hovering: After automatic takeoff, the UAV helicopter is then required to hover at
point A for 15 seconds;
3. Slithering: The UAV helicopter is commanded to move in both forward and sideward
direction, following a zigzag path from Position A to Position B, with the time cost of
32 seconds. The distance between A and B is 60 m.
4. Head Turning: After turning 180 degree back to Position A, the UAV helicopter
is commanded to fly in a straight path from B to A in 32 seconds, with its head
continuously rotating along the body-frame z axis;
5. Pirouetting: Starting from Position A, the helicopter flies along a horizontal circle of
20 m in diameter with its head steadily pointing to the center of the circle, with the
flight time of 32 seconds. After finishing this motion, the UAV helicopter stays at
Position A again;
6. Vertical Wheeling: In this action, the UAV helicopter is commanded to follow a circle
of 20 m in diameter in the vertical plane, starting from Position A. One and a half
circles which cost 63 seconds are required to complete such that the UAV helicopter
can conduct the following downward spiraling from the top point of the vertical circle
path.
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Figure 5.3: Flight schedule of the full-envelope flight test.
7. Downward Spiraling: The UAV helicopter flies in the backward direction along a
downward spiral path in 40 seconds. When this motion is finished, the UAV helicopter
is required to hover at Position A.
8. Landing: The UAV helicopter descends to the starting point, i.e., Position O, on the
ground.
5.2 Simulation and Implementation Results
Before the finally practical implementation, we first carry out the simulation of the designed
nonlinear control law for the defined full envelope flight schedule. The hardware-in-the-loop
simulation scheme proposed in Chapter 3.3.2 is conducted with the sampling rate of 50
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Hz. The simulation results for both inputs and outputs are shown in Fig. 5.5 to 5.9 with
dashed lines. Fig. 5.4 provides a visual observation for the simulation procedure. It can
be noted that the simulation is smoothly conducted. Furthermore, each individual flight
motion satisfies the requirements described in Section 5.1.3. Such results provide us enough
confidence to implement the designed nonlinear control law on practical HeLion.
Next, actual flight tests for the full envelope schedule have been performed. The de-
fined flight schedule is first uploaded to the onboard system. After issuing the automatic
flight command, the onboard computer system of HeLion takes over the control authority
and automatically fulfills the flight path from the automatic takeoff to automatic landing.
For comparison, we plot the actual flight test record together with the simulation data in
Fig. 5.5 to 5.9, using solid lines. For the easy observation, we also plot some key individual
flight motions in Fig. 5.10 to 5.14. It is clear to observe that the experimental result and
simulation data perfectly match each other in all of channels, including position, velocity,
angle, angular rate and inputs. Such amazing coincidence persuasively proves that our
designed control law design is successful and with reliable efficiency. Still due to the close
agreement between simulation and implementation results, all of the requirements described
in Section 5.1.3 are completely fulfilled practically. We also note that there are some high
frequency modes which are not reflected in both inputs and outputs during the simulation
procedure. This is expected since such modes are caused by environmental disturbances and
vibrational sources. In the real flight test, their side effects have been efficiently corrected by
the designed control law. In Fig. 5.4, the visual comparison between hardware-in-the-loop
simulation and real flight test is shown. We also refer the interested readers a video clip
recording the full flight envelope, which can be downloaded or viewed at the following web
link, http://uav.ece.nus.edu.sg/˜uav/wmv/session3.wmv.
5.3 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have presented the control law design and implementation on our HeLion
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Figure 5.4: Comparison between virtual 3D flight and actual flight.
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Figure 5.5: Inputs of full envelope flight test.






























Figure 5.6: Position outputs of full envelope flight test.
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Figure 5.7: Velocity outputs of full envelope flight test.




























Figure 5.8: Euler angle outputs of full envelope flight test.
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Figure 5.9: Angular rate outputs of full envelope flight test.
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Figure 5.10: Actual flight test result: takeoff.
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Figure 5.11: Actual flight test result: pirouetting.
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Figure 5.12: Actual flight test result: vertical turning.
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Figure 5.13: Actual flight test result: spiral turning.
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Figure 5.14: Actual flight test result: automatic landing.
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UAV helicopter. The newly developed CNF control technique has been successfully applied
to design the inner-loop control law. Combining it with the dynamic-inversion-based outer-
loop control law and custom determined flight scheduling, we have realized the automatic
control of HeLion in full flight envelope. The post-flight analysis conducted at the end of this
chapter further verifies that our designed control law is efficient enough to ensure the UAV
helicopter to satisfy a variety of military rotorcraft requirements for practical flight missions.
Such comprehensive nonlinear control law design method can be further implemented on
the other UAV helicopters like HengLion and BabyLion.
Chapter 6
Conclusions
This research aims to carry out a comprehensive study on small-scale UAV helicopters.
Specifically, we first build up the reliable small-scale UAV helicopters for practical experi-
ments and implementations. Based on the specific hardware configuration on the UAV he-
licopter platforms, we are required to design an efficient software system to ensure the UAV
helicopter to work stably. Next, we need to obtain the high-fidelity dynamic model which
is essential for control law design, based on experimental method or theoretical derivation.
Finally, we need to implement suitable flight control law to realize the automatic control of
the small-scale UAV helicopters in the designated flight conditions or envelope.
6.1 Contributions
The research work contributes towards the study on the small-scale UAV helicopter design
in the following four aspects.
First, we have summarized and proposed a comprehensive design methodology for the
small-scale UAV helicopter platform construction. As mentioned in Chapter 2, building
a small-scale UAV helicopter is generally challenging and labor/time-intensive. Since no
177
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uniform, time-saving and effective design methodology can be found in the literature, re-
searchers who tend to build a small-scale UAV helicopter are required to spend a lot of
time for the literature survey and exploring the suitable construction-method. In our pro-
posed methodology, we standardize the overall design procedure. Furthermore, we illustrate
the qualitative requirements for hardware components selection based on the case of She-
Lion. With the guidance of the proposed methodology, the interested researchers could have
reliable small-scale UAV helicopters ready in hand with minimum time and labor cost.
Secondly, we have developed an uniform software system which is compatible for the
members of our UAV helicopter family. For both the onboard and ground station parts, the
software is highly modulized and can be easily (1) upgraded to a more advanced version and
(2) ported to any other platform even including the fixed wing UAV or unmanned ground
vehicle (UGV). Particularly for the onboard computer software, the design concepts on
(1) general framework, (2) scheduling of task management and (3) behavior-based control
algorithm implementation, are universal to any UAV/UGV onboard software design. Such
feature enables any interested researcher could follow our design concepts, ideas and software
structure to develop their own software systems for UAV/UGV research purpose.
Thirdly, the modeling work for our small-scale UAV helicopters have been conducted
comprehensively in Chapter 4. Three mainstream identification method, including time-
domain system identification, frequency-domain system identification and first-principles
modeling approach, have been implemented. Our successful experience ensures the inter-
ested researchers to choose any of the three methods to obtain the reliable dynamic model
for their automatic control law design. The modeling procedure for system identification in
both time- and frequency-domain has been unified and thoroughly introduced. As for the
first-principles modeling approach, we propose an efficient and universal nonlinear structure
with minimum complexity involved and then summarize a five-step aerodynamics-parameter
estimation scheme which is well suited to small-scale UAV helicopter. Based on our pro-
posed first-principles modeling procedure, interested researchers could derive the reliable
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dynamic model without conducting the challenging or dangerous flight experiments.
Finally, for the flight control law design addressed in Chapter 5, we are the first group
who has successfully implemented and verified the advanced CNF control law on the actual
small-scale UAV helicopters. The control law structures, for all of the three hierarchical
loops, have been standardized for easy reference and following. Our flight control law
design is instrumental and could be further implemented by other researchers on their own
custom-assembled UAV helicopters.
To sum up, we have successfully carried out the comprehensive study on the small-scale
UAV helicopters, based on our self-instrumented helicopter platforms. The overall research
procedure and achievements have been sequentially documented in Chapter 2 to 5. To any
researchers who are starting or in the middle process of their UAV research, our experience
is greatly instrumental.
6.2 Future Works
Although we have carried out a comprehensive study on small-scale UAV helicopters, it is
only the beginning of our UAV research. Considering the requirements on various practical
implementations, it should be meaningful to extend the small-scale UAV research in the
following directions.
Formation Control on Multiple UAV Helicopters
The research and study we have completed in the last five years solely focus on single small-
scale UAV helicopter. Currently the practical flight missions are becoming more and more
complicated. In many situations multiple UAV helicopters are required to cooperate with
each other or, further, form a group to cooperate with other type of unmanned/manned
vehicles to fulfill the tasks. As such, formation control for multiple UAV helicopters will
definitely become a hot topic in the next stage. Currently our NUS research group is
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exploring the potential in this area via combining the achievements on single small-scale
UAV helicopter and hybrid control algorithm.
Urban Area Implementation
Urban area is generally with limited space, complicated environment, and various uncertain-
ties. As such, small-scale UAV helicopter is the most suitable platform for the surveillance
purpose. To facilitate the implementation in this aspect, we need to combine the current
small-scale UAV helicopters with the research results in other regions such as visual-based
navigation and obstacle-avoidance.
Indoor Implementation
Indoor implementation for small-scale UAV helicopters is with great potential but still at
the very initial stage due to the lack of reliable platform and efficient localization sensor
and algorithm in the capsuled environment without GPS reference signal. Currently the
whole NUS UAV research team is undergoing the challenging development of the quali-
fied and suitable micro-aerial-vehicle (MAV) helicopter platforms and practical navigation
methodologies for indoor navigation and further practical implementations.
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